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PRACTICES

OF STUDENT PERS

IN JUNIOR COLLEGES FOR WOMEN

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The study of student personnel practices seems to warrant the
attention of many junior college administrators.

In a survey conducted

by the American Association of Junior Colleges in 1946, junior college
administrators stated that the area of student personnel work was one
of the most important areas of activity in the junior college which
needed attention (46, p.9).

The importance of student personnel work

is attested to by the fact that it is one of the eleven bases used by
accrediting agencies in evaluating junior colleges (6, p.29).
Student personnel practices in junior colleges for women have
been neglected by investigators.

In 1946, Stonebanks found a lack of

definite information concerning student personnel work in colleges and
more specifically in junior colleges for women (78, p.20).

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and evaluate the
present student personnel practices in the junior colleges for women in
the United States according to:
1. what student personnel practices are being 'carried on in

junior colleges for women
2. how these practices differ from those in other types of
schools or the points of similarity

2

3. what relationships. , if any, exist between certain student

personnel practices and school characteristics.

Definitions

The American Association of Junior Colleges has defined the
junior college as "... an institution offering two years of inatruc.

tion of strictly collegiate grade* (32, p.3).

This definition will be

used throughout this thesis.
For the purpose of this thesis, the terms of guidance and student personnel practices will be used interchangeably.

Student person -

nel procedures as applied to junior colleges for women are the services
designed to supplement the instructional functions of the college to
the end that the student is able to understand her relationship to the
college, to the vocational world, and to her place in society.

In

other words, the goal of student personnel work should be to help the
student help herself.

S90100

This thesis is restricted to a tabulation, analysis, and evaluation of certain student

*es in those junior colleges

which limit their enrollments to young women.

To accomplish the stated

purposes of the thesis it has been necessary to review previous research
of the student personnel practices in secondary schools, coeducational
junior colleges, and senior colleges.

Furthermore, this thesis includes

an analysis of the student personnel practices in sixty junior colleges
for women, as well as seven coeducational junior colleges, seven senior

3
colleges for women, a

sevens senior coedv

tional colleges.

Methods

The methods to be used in this study were adapted to the
problem of studying and evaluating the student personnel practices in
junior colleges for women.

The first method used was to survey the

literature in this area as well as in allied areas.

Through this

procedure it was possible to determine the present status of research
on this problem as well as to disclose certain information which might
be of value in this study.

It was found, for instance, that Malcolm

had experimented with various interest inventories and had determined
that the Kuder Preference Record was deemed more useful for working
with college women than either the Strong Vocational Interest Inventory or the Lee-Thorpe Occupational Interest Inventory, by a jury of
counselors, students, and impartial judges (57, pp.91-98).
The second method used was a preliminary survey of student personnel practices in various types of schools.

Included in this survey

were seven junior colleges for women, seven coeducational junior col-

leges, seven senior colleges for women and seven coeducational senior

colleges. Through this procedure it was possible to determine that
there were significant differences between the student personnel practices in the various types of schools.

This will be discussed in more

detail in CHAPTER III.
Next, a checklist was devised and sent to all the junior colleges for women in the United States to determine the present status,

of student personnel practices in these schools.
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A random sample of catalogs of junior colleges for women was
then collected and examined to determine the stated student personnel
policies as well. as any evidences of the implementation of these policies.

The information gathered through these various methods was then

subjected to detailed statistical analysis.

To discover any relation-

ships that might exist between certain student personnel practices and
certain school characteristics an item analysis was employed using the
Chi-square method.
CHAPTER II is devoted to a comprehensive survey of applicable
research.

The second and third methods mentioned, make use of the

questionnaire method of research.

Since the questionnaire method

to be a major tool in this thesis

considerable time and effort were

devoted to selecting questionnaire items and techniques that would
avoid many of the pitfalls often associated with this method.

Young

discusses in some detail the validity of the various types of ques-

tionnaires (94, pp.95-104) Moore has pointed out ways of improving
the returns of questionnaires (63, pp.138.341), and Taylor offers specific suggestions for rooting the questionnaire a more valuable device

than is often the case (82, pp. 1.4).

The general topic of the cites-

tionnaire as a research instrument has been discussed by Hubbard
(45, pp.534.541), Franzen and Lasarsfeld (36, pp.293-320), and Brahm
(8, p.248).

Furthermore, many prepared questionnaires were examined

and evaluated with the view to selecting techniques that would yield
valid and reliable information.

The first

tionnaire devised was a relatively simple one of

two mimeographed pages which is reproduced on pages 120-121 of the

5

Anemias:.

The

of this questionnaire was to dot

or not there were significant differences in the use of certain sta.
dent personnel prectioes in junior colleges for women and the use of
these practices in coeducational junior colleges, senior colleges
for 'women, and coeducatioeal senior colleges.

This questionnaire was mailed to fifty colleges of the four
types and replies were received from thirtyweight of these schools.
Fres this return, it was found that seven women's junior colleges

s

aceducational junior colleges

seven women's senior colleges and

seventeen weducational senior colleges had replied.
All the junior colleges for women, all the
colleges., and all the senior colleges for women were

analysis but onIy seven of the senior coeducational °alleges were selected for final analysis so that comparisons would be made without
resorting to a weighted system of analysis with its doubtful validity.
The seven coeducational senior colleges selected for inclusion in the
detailed analysis were so chosen that the large universities were slim.
inated from the analysis.

It was felt that this selection process

would yield data which would be more nearly comparable than if =liver.
sities with ver, r large enrollments were compared with small. Junior

colleges and

colleges.

An analysis of the results of

this survey is presented ©n pages 50-53 of CHAPTER III.
The second questionnaire to be prepared was a checklist to be
all of the junior colleges for women in the United States.
experimental questionnaires were devised and submitted to per.
sonnel working in guidanee and educational administration for their

6
final questionnaire was influenced by
questionnaires used in previous
ed to use a cheeklist, as this form

research (64) (81)

of questionnaire offers two decided advantages when compared with
other types of questionnaires,

The Checklist takes less time for the

respondent to complete and the returns from this method should be
higher and the information more accurate then when using other methods
(54, p.6).

The checklists, however, suffers from the weakness that the

report ugly not be the actual conditions but rather the ideal --a week.

nese shared by most

tionnaire methods and the checklist itself

may distort or force certain

(56, 15)

The checklist which was fivelli designed,

printed on good

paper and two copies were sent to the presidents of all the
Gallegos for women in the United States,

With the checklist

personal letter under the signature of the author as an in-

structor in the School of duration, requesting their assistance in
this study.

Special stress was given to the fact that the author was

concerned with the continued success of junior colleges for women and
that he wished to bring to the attention of the public the fact that
the jonlor eel:loges for women were not neglecting the area of student
personnel work.

A self-addressed, stamped envelope was included for

the convenience of the schools, and they vice requested to retain one
copy of the checklist for their own files so that they night compare
their reply with the summary of the study whioh would be sent to them.
The original ao

tion wus nailed on November 1. 1952

Gopiss of the letter of transmittal

checklist are presented on

7
pages 122-125 of the Appendix. A folk

p letter was mailed on

Decenber 1, 1952, and a second letter with an additional copy of the
checklist was mailed on January

1953.

on pages 127.128 of the Appendix

It was decided to complete the

These letters are reproduced

study on February 1, 1953, and at that time eighty-seven per cent of

The results of this survey are pre

the institutions had responded.

seated on pages 53-94 of CHAPTER III.
The fourth method employed in this study was a documentary
A random sample of fourteen of the catalogs of junior

ysis procedure.

colleges for women was examined for evidences of student personnel
programs as well as stated objectives for student personnel procedures.

These data are presented on pages 95-97 of CHAPTER III.

Methods three

and four above. , were supplemented by information obtained from listings

in Bogue% American Junior Colleges (6) and the Junior College
Directory (18).
The final method used was a statistical analysis of the data
collected through the various methods above

Particular use was made

of the Obi-square method of analysis as this procedure appears to
offer a relatively simple and valid means of treating this type of
data (42, p.236).

This procedure and allied statistical methods

presented in more detail on pages

56-57 of CHAPTER III.

is

S

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

junior college for women is not an isolated phenomenon but
has many aharacteristice in common with other educational institutions.
This is important for the present investigation, for the literature
pertaining specifically to student personnel practices in junior colleges for women contains only a few studies.
These few studies are presented, although they have limited

value. More numerous and more valuable are the reports of personnel
studies made in other types of institutions.

As such institutions have

many Simi purities with junior colleges for women these studies are
immediately applicable to this investigation.
The findings of investigators of student personnel work are not
summarised report by report, but are classified under topical headings
which parallel the topics used in the present study.

This division of

material permits breaking down previous studies into meaningful parts

for convenient emanation and analysis.

As the results of the present

study are given under these same topical headings (see CHAPTER III), a
direct comparison of past and present findings is possible.

The nine

areas of student personnel work which have been studied follows
1. The administration Of student personnel programs
2. Orientation programs for new students
3. Collection and use of data on new students

9
4. Contacts with high schools
5. Placement and follow.up

6. Tests and records
7. Occupational and educational information
8. Counseling and in-service training
9. Special services supplementing student personnel practices.
Two additional topics which are not specifically areas of
personnel work have been examined.

They are as follows:

1. The relationship of school sise to student personnel
practices
2. The evaluation of student personnel practices.
Not all the recommendations of writers an student personnel
have been oarried out.

Each of the areas listed has been divided

therefore, into these two parts:
1. A distussion of the recommendations made by persons who have
investigated student personnel practices, and
2. The actual student personnel practices found in the schools.
Each subject listed is discussed in order and in some detail
to supply the necessary basis for the present study.

BwgmoNEUUseti far Ma AEU leatasts str
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There appears to be a decided dichotomy between the recommenda
tions mode by guidance specialists for the pArdnistration of student
personnel services and the actual situations found in most schools.
Martin states that the guidance and personnel programs
the junior college should be organised under the direction of a

10
professionally trained direr

of guidance and personnel services.

This person should devote his full time to this job if the junior
college is to do satisfactory student personnel work (59, p.466).
Williamson recommends a college student personnel program headed by a
coordinator who has major administrative status comparable to that of
an academic dean.

Under this coordinator of student personnel should

be found the dormitory counselors
placement, speech pathol

the division of employment and

ist physician, dentist

psychiatrist, psy-

chometrist, clinical counselor, and supervisor of social functions.
This coordinator should ensure the proper operation of a testing
program, maintain adequate records, provide guidance clause*,

and

supervise the individual counseling program (40, pp.15.46).

PresidentHartin of Sullins College, states that all too often
people who are working at *guidance, use only their own limited view-

points and their own 'experience and common sense

He feels the

need for an integrated and skillful guidance system under the direction
of a trained specialist (60).

Aa, tub =sauces la Ilat amintdmtlau or studeawt micand =am
How far these recommendations vary from actual prat
c o m e s v e r y clear when w e e xamine the practices in the schools and co

leges of the United States.

Commenting on the results of the American

Association of Junior Colleges, survey of student personnel procedur
in junior colleges, Black points out that in far too many junior col..

leges the heed of the school is responsible for too large a part of
the student personnel work.

The staffs of the indlvidual colleges

3.1

have not been organized o take advantage of the specialized skills
available (5, p.150).

In another pert of this survey, Humphreys Ob-

served that the titles most often found for the person in charge of the
student personnel program were as follows (46, p.9):

1. Head or assistant head of the college
2. Dean of men or dean of women
3. Director of guidance or director

udent personnel

4. Counselors.

Humphreys states that the head of the junior college carries too
much responsibility for detailed student personnel services (46, P.13).
In his survey of the colleges in the four states of Oregon, Washington,
Montana, and Idaho, Goertzen found that the dean of men or the dean of
en was the person most likely to be in charge of the student person.
program (40, p.71).

Zeran examined the administration of guidance

in secondary schools and reported that in every function in guidance,
principal was found to be the one predominating individual in
charge (53, p.18).

Knott studied the qualifications of counselors and the extent of
ounseling in the junior colleges of North Carolina.

She found that

the person most often in charge of counseling was the president of the
college.

TABLE I presents a listing of the titles held by the person

in charge of the guidance program and the frequency of mention as
reported by Knott (51, p.73).
In Lainborn's study of independent secondary

ois for boys

five per cent of the schools had administrators doing guidance

work and in sixty per cent of the schools

the guidance program

TABLE

I

Title Held by Person in Charge of Guidance Program in
Twenty two Junior Colleges in North Carolina
Frequency of Mention

Title
President of college

6

Dean

3

Dean of the college

2

Dean of women

1

Dean of men

1

Dean of students

1

Dean of instruction

1

headed by the administrator.

t

In

schools was a guidance specialist in charge

of the
program (53, p.83).

In an earlier study in 1934, Strang determined that the dean
of women was the personnel officer most often found in colleges and
secondary schools.

Other personnel found at that time were the pen-

sonnel director, the faculty advisor, the president and the student
counselor (79, p.42).

Lamborn generalized that the role of the ad.

ministrator in student personnel work was most important in smaller
schools (53, p.84), and that schools with guidance specialists in charge
of their programs had better student personnel programs than schools

with administrators

or teachers in charge (53, p.229).

TABLE II shows the
unior Colleges

results

of the 1947

survey of student

leges pertinent to this topic (81).

American Association of

personnel practices

in Junior col
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TABLE II
Total Frequency of Titles of Student Personnel Functionaries and
Per Cent of Different Groups of Institutions Reporting Then

Student
Personnel
Functionary
Head or assistant
head of college

Number
of
Institutions

Public
Junior Colleges
Small
Large

159

Dean of men or
dean of women

Private
Juni,or Colleges

Wee*

Small

41%

66%

71%

36%

61%

Director of
admissions or
registrar

50

8%

18%

20%

14%

Counselors

93

31%

36%

23%

44%

Director of
guidance

73

33%

31%

14%

19%

Faculty advisors

53

13%

13%

23%

23%

Director of student
personnel

38

15%

10%

32%

Director of
testing

15

5%

2%

Small - fewer than 300 students
Large - 300 or more students

vhamlning these data, it is clear that the president and the
dean of men or women, occupy the major role in student personnel programs in American junior colleges, both private and public.

The

larger junior colleges, however, evidently make more use of counselors
and directors of student personnel than do other types of.junior col
loges while the public junior colleges tend to utilize directors of
guidance.
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The survey of the American Association of Junior Colleges also
examined the per cent of time that guidance functionaries devoted to
their work.

An analysis of this report is presented in TABLE III (81).

TABLE III
Proportion of Time that Guidance Functionaries in
Junior Colleges Devoted to Guidance Duties

Type
of

Two-third
to

Small*
public junior
colleges

6

Large*
public junior
colleges

45

Small private
junior
colleges

45

Large private
junior
colleges

35

One-third
to

32

20

48

6

28

35

30

31

32

21

Small
ewer than 300 students
Large . 300 or more students

As might be expected, the larger junior o
the smaller junior colleges had fUll.time guidance personnel.

often than
This

generalisation held true for both private and public junior colleges.
In the area of the administration of student personnel services,
a great disparity is found between the reel:emendations of guidance

pecialists and the actual practices in schools and colleges.

Further-

re, the preponderance of the role of the administrator in guidance

15

is contrary not only to the recommendations of guidance specialists
and school and college oldwilniintrators, but to the actual findings as

to the efficiency of guidance practices

i.e., schools with guidance

specialists in charge of their programs apparently have notably better
programs than those schools with an administrator in charge.

Etimsamissa zat

orientation

Orientation or some means of introducing the new student to the
school, is usually considered an essential segment of an integrated
student personnel program.

As J. B. Munson states, "Certainly, no

guidance program is complete that does not include definite provision
for orientation" (34, p.289).

Dr. L. A. Rice, President of Packard

Junior College, recommends the Inclusion of the following in the ori
entation program of a junior college (69, pp.245 -247):

1. A discussion of the philosophy of the particular junior

college
2. An explanation of school regulations
3. Instruction in study techniques
4. A description of the school curriculum
5. An introduction to student government
6. An explanation of extracurricular opportunities
7. Distribution of student handbooks
8. A chance to meet students and faculty
9. A formal welcome by the president of the college
10. Orientation to the library
Strang summarizes the opinion of guidance experts concerning

16
orientation and lists the following for inclusion in orientation
(79, pp.l4..15)s

1. Physical and medical e'en

employ of the college
2. Psychological examination by the college at the time of
other entrance teats to determine the mental statue of the
applicant
3. Determination of previous school his

far

a

44 Trained personnel interviewers provided for all interviews
with applicants
Distribution of student handbooks and printed instructions
for registration and regulations
6. Assistance by faculty members in registering new

students.

A comparison of the list submitted by Ripe in 1953 with the
list presented by Strang in 1934 discloses the great a:Wages in the
thiVcieg of school people with regard to orientation procedures in
that nineteen year period.

The stress hal been ehanged from the phi

cal and mental qualifications of the student and th e moss of
registering to a concern for the Whole individual and. the desire to
insure the successful integration of all new students..

Aetna =dim la =lent%
Unlike some other recommendations made by guidance specialiste
provisions for the orientation of new students are quite prevalent in
American colleges and schools.

Lamborn found that over ninety per cent

17
t secondary schools for boys in his study made some
provision for the orientation of new students (53, p.127).

Of the

schools providing orientation services, ninetr.three pea cent included
explanation of school rules and course offerings, seventy -seven
cent discussed extracurricular opportunities, seventy -five per cent

discussed social rules, and forty -three per cent included sex education

and family relations education in their programs (53, p.128).
The 1947 survey of junior colleges conducted by the American
Association of Junior Colleges investigated orientation programs in
some detail.

It was found that eightymsix per cent of the private

junior colleges conducted orientation programs, whereas only seventy
three per cent of the local and district public junior colleges con..

ducted such programs (81).

Of the eighty -six private junior alleges indicting an

orienta-

tion program in the American Association of Junior Colleges' survey,
forty -Maur mentioned orientation to college, ten offered orientation

courses

thirtymeight included the adminietration of tests

seven mentioned counseling, twenty -tour had assemblies,

carried an some social activities (81).

No attempt was

twenty.

twenty-0u
a in this

survey to determine in mare detail the matters covered by orientation
courses and group assemblies.

Knott found that seventeen of the twee

t

junnior colleges in

Worth Carolina included in her survey had orientation progress which
ranged in length from two days to a full school year.

The most from

quently mentioned period for orientation was one week (51, p.80).
Strang determined that the average length of orientation programs in
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colleges was five days; and included a welcome to the college, an
introduction to college organisations, directions for freebie= week
instruction in the use of the library, and a discussion of the aims

ideals and history of the college (79, p.21)
The 1947 survey conducted by the American Association of Junior
Colleges disclosed that fiftyunine per cent of the junior colleges
conducting orientation programs used the first week of school for this
program (46, p.10).

Out of the 258 junior colleges reporting the num-

ber of types of activities included in their orientation programs
twenty -five per cent had only one activity thirty-two per cent had
two activities, fifteen per cent had three activities, while only four

per cent had more than three activities (46, p.12)

The private junior

college made more extensive use of social activities as an orientation
procedure than did the public junior college (46, p.11)
Stonebanks examined the orientation activities of ten junior
(seven of these schools being junior colleges for women), and
t the average length of the orientation program was four days.
The most frequently mentioned activities were campus tours, distrihnu
tion of handbooks, social activities,

parties, and introduction

udent leaders (78, p.94).

It would seem then that orientation programs are quite common
in junior colleges as well as in secondary schools and colleges but
that the scope of these programs is much more limited than might be
expected by eve-mining the recommendations in this area of student

personnel work.
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In order to fUlfill the function of educat

the

eery or schools and colleges to accumulate reoords
entts previous experiences.

Munson has pointed out

of providing an adequate guidance service without the
lets and accurate

ormation on new students

(34, p.268).

pecifically recommends the collection of data con..

°ruing the

s health background, work experience, intelligence
cores

test scores

personality traits, and seholastic

record (340

Actual Medan ilk US Staladiall SKI

st

Knott found that the junior colleges In North Ca
secured information concerning the educational his
t s, his vocational interests health background ism

social

justment and family history (51, p.78). She did not invesuse that is mmde of this information, if any.
found that independent secondary schools for boys used

various methods in obtaining information about their pupils.

He

found that ninety-one per Gent of the schools in his survey used tests
ninetywthres per cent collected school records, seventyl.elve per cent

required a physical examination

eighty..nine per cent utilised indi

vidual interviews, and eighty per cent made use of questionnaires
(53, p.116).

In examination of the

1947 survey of
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junior colleges

conducted

Colleges concerning the

he American Association of Junior

info

tion requested of high schools is

presented in TABLE IV (81).

The private junior co

ie apparently more interested in the

personality and character traits of its studente than is the public
junior college.

Furthermore more private junior colleges gather sore

information on their students than do the public junior colleges.

Of

course, the mere gathering of information is of no avail unless use is
made of these data.

This same survey examined this topic and TABLE V

presents a summary of the results (81).
As might be expected, the private j
use of information on prospective students for selection for admission,
surprising, however, is the fact that even though the public
colleges made

little use of records for admissions pur-

poses, they were not significantly superior to private junior colleges
in the use of records in guidance of students.

It might be expected

that the guidance problems would be someubat less prevalent in a
private junior college with a selective admission policy than in a
public junior college which is required by law to be less selective.

123112112 Salta cte, WA
One of the most pressing needs in our educational system is an
improvement in the articulation of the various units which make up our
educational ladder.

We hear that the elementary school should be in.

tegrated with the junior high school, the junior high school with the

high sohool the-high school with the junior college, and the junior

TABLE IV

Information Requested of High Schools by Junior Colleges

Transcript o
0

Large' private
junior colleges

h School

Rank In High

Personality

Record

Saho9,1 .91age

WAR

99%

80%

60%

95%

75%

Small public
junior colleges

75%

Large public

junior colleges

Mg%

Measures on

Measures on

Psychological

Plot*

Achievemen t
T (Nita

51%

39%

47%

49%

Record

Small private
junior colleges

Record of

Extracurricular
Activittef
52%
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TABLE V
percentage of Groups of Institutions Reporting Certain Usea
of Information Supplied by High Schools Concerning Students
Types
of
InItitutions

Guidance
after
Admisaion

Selection
for
AdmAssion

Small* private
junior colleges

56%

Large* private
junior colleges

89%

Small public
junior colleges
Large public
junior colleges

Classification
of
Studenta

50%

89%

38%

Small - fewer than 300 students
Large ^ 300 students or more

college with the university.

Black specifically points out the need

for closer integration of the high school and the junior college (5,
pp.145 -150), while the Educational Records Bureau maintains a separate

committee on School and College Relations with the express purpose of
improving the coordination of high school and college (85, p. 17).
Erickson discusses the need for the student to gain complete information ©n a new school or new school program so that he will be in a
position to make rational decisions based on accurate data (34, pp.169..170).

Actual INA21102 AA ida

To what extent articulation has been achieved has been neglected
by investigators until recent years

The only study directly pertinent

2,
or college level in recent years was the 3947
ASSOCiatiOU of Junior Colleges.

This study

vealsd that representatives of sixty-four per cent of private junior
colleges and eighty-eight per cent of public junior colleges visited
In public

high schools in order to give talks to high school seniors.

junior colleges, there wae more interest in interviewing high school
seniors than was shown in the private Junior colleges as fifty.eight
per cent of the public junior colleges personnel conducted such inter.
views while only thirty.-four per cent of the private junior colleges
did so.

Approximately twelve per cent of the public junior colleges

adeOstered tests to high school seniors and about twenty per cent of
these sehools counseled with high sohool seniors.

The corresponding

figures for the private junior colleges were seven per cent and four-

teen per cent respectively

p449) (8i)

The personnel that carried out this plan of artioulati
included teachers, directors of guidance, deans of nest and

soademic deans, and heads and assistant heads of the junior colleges.
In eighty-four per cent of the public junior colleges and in sixty -

nine per cent of the private junior colleges, the heads or WA tent
heeds of the junior colleges contacted the students in high
senAtng pupils to the junior colleges.

The director of admissions

carried out this work in fifty.five per cent of the private junior
colleges and in ferty.eight per cent of the public junior colleges.
Other personnel from the public junior college that visited high
were the director of student personnel in eighteen per cent
the director of guidance in approximate/7 five per cents, c

eroon
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instructors in twenty -four per cent, deans of man or women

per cent, counselors in six per cent and "others" in seven per

cent.

The correeponding figures for the private junior college were; direotor of student personnel = twenty per cent, director of guidance
twenty -two per cent,

less than one per *ant' classroom instructors

deans of men or women
and "others

three per cent, counselors

sixteen per cent (81) (46, p.9) (5,

three per cent,

p.149).

Since the public junior college is usually in the
the high schools which send pupils to the junior college, it mould be
reasonable to assume a closer coordination of schools then might
found in the case of private junior colleges which draw their students
from vide geographical areas often including twenty or thirty states
and several foreign aountriea.

The surprising fact is that the public

junior colleges are not significan 17'
colleges in this area of student

to the private junior
cannel work.

"Visiting days" or weekends are means of coordinating the high
sohool with the junior college,

Erickson defines the visiting day by

stating that "Pupils from the 'sending" school spend a day visiting
the 'receiving' school" (34, p.13)
Junior Colleges'

survey

lie junior collet
collet studied °abducted

The American Association of

that thirtywe even per cent of the pdb-

e per cent of the private juni
for high school seniors

per Dent of the private junior colleges, lower clansmen were included
in visiting days, but in only six per cent of the public junior col
legee were they invited (81).

Other cooperative activities

in this survey were annual guidance comferemees, joint faculty
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principals, college sponsorship
of certain activities for high school students, Parent Teachers Association meetings, and the free use of college facilities by high school
students (81).

Evidently the junior

i

of the

the extent that eight be expect

public junior college which is often only a few miles away from the
high schools sending pupils to the junior college.

toomsleodetlome M 2 Pia moat led 1.21121tER
ustment of

It placement is thought of
the individual to auy new situation rather than

tudents secure
evaluate the

their first job (34, p.13), it will be somewhat s

Since

effectiveness of student personnel programs in junior colleges.

maw junior colleges send nore than half of their graduates to colleges
and universities, the measure of the effectiveness of their programs
must be found, to some extent,,in the placement of their graduates in
other schools.

Followup maybe defined as the attempt to find out

where the students go and how well they do (34, 13415)
That placement and follow -up are an integral pert

the

student

Brockman and

personnel services of an institution is simple logic.

Smith state that "So program of guidance is complete witiott-an organ,
&zed plan for placement and follow.-up" (34, p377).

Horn emphasises

the eontention that the school should assume the responsibility for
the initial placement of both drop -outs and graduates (34, p.440)

Creswell believes that placement is an essential pert of the guidance
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program ((21, p.19).

an agency in the school

Sell rats

for finding part-time employment for students (93, p.149), and Webb,
Strang, and Paterson, all point out the need for an organised followup program (41, p.54)

AsitgaLzadlata la t 1sc
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It is evident from. an examination of the
schools are doing adequate jobs of plaoement and. foil

his survey of secondary schools for boys

Lamborn found that while

seventy per oent of the schools helped their students select colleges,
nineteen per cent of the schools helped their graduates obtain
(53, p.146).

He further found that sixtywitwo per cent of

the schools made follow-up studies of graduates entering colleges but
only twelve per cent of the schools conducted follow up studies of
graduates entering businees (53, p.146).
Ooertsen found that in colleges wi..th

than

fourteen out of fifteen of these schools helped their graduates
scum employment but only nineteen out of twentriosix colleges with
enrollments of fewer than 700 students offered such help (40, p.53)
He determined that twenty out of twenty -siz of the collages with fewer

than 700 students made follow-up studies of their graduates but only
tan out of tventy*sim of the smaller colleges made follow-up studies
of their drop-outs.

In the fifteen colleges with more than 700

students, eight of the schools conducted follow -up studies of graduates
while only two of the schools conducted fellow...up studies of dropouts
(41,p.60).

In her survey of twenty -twc junior colleges in North
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of the schools had placement bureaus,
but in some of these schools the placement was admittedly limited in
scope.

Follow-up progress were found in ten of these junior colleges,

but one of the schools restricted its follow-up
students entering other educational instituti
The survey of junior colleges conducted

to those
P.81)

the American Asso-

elation of Junior Colleges showed that seveetyweeven per cent of small
public junior colleges and seventp.eight per cent of large public junior
colleges provided placement services for their graduates while
one per cent of small private junior colleges and eighty -two per oent

of large private junior colleges, provided such services (61, pp. 5c).
The percentage; of junior celleges providing for placement in parttime work were sixty -eight per cent for small public junior colleges,

seventy-seven per Gent for large public junior colleges, fifty per cent

for small private junior colleges, end seventreeven per cent for large
private junior colleges (61, pp.60,41),

When it comes to helOng

graduates select a senior college or university, the percentages are
much more favorable.

It was found that eighth -eight per cent of the

small public junior colleges, ninety - these per cent of the large pub.

lie junior colleges, ninety4ive per cent of the small private junior
colleges, and ninetyNthree per cent of the large private junior col
help their students plan for further education (61, pp.610-62)

The area of follow-sup is still neglected by a large percentage

of junior colleges, both public and private.
vat. junior colleges made foil

Fifty per cent of pri

studies of students entering

other educational institutions* bait oa

r thirty.one per cent of these
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schools made follow -up studies of students

ering bus

ture for the public junior college was even less favorable.

The picWhile

thirtywfive per cent of the public junior colleges conducted follow-up
studies of graduates entering colleges, only fourteen per cent studied
the fates of their students who entered business

Only one- sixth of

ty occupational survey and

all junior colleges had conducted

f all the studies sedefellowup studies and community occupational
urveys--sixty-six per cent were more than two years o)4, indicating
that the information on hand in these schools was of doubtful validity

(61, pp62-65).
Commenting on these facts

that all types of

junior colleges are more concerned with

of their stn..

dents in senior colleges than is jobs.

Too much emphasis has been

placed on college transfer, and there is a definite ladk of carefUlly
organised placement programs plAnned within the guidance patterns of
the colleges.

Meinecke states that this situation was probably 6110+

couraged by the ease of finding jobs at that time (1947) and the
relative difficulty in getting into senior colleges.

She states that

the junior college is not doing as good a job of placement and follow
up as the senior colleges (61,

65.47).

From the available evidence it is clear that the schools and
gee are not implementing the recommendations of guidance special

ists concerning Placement and tallowy. The major areas of neglect
are the placement of graduates and drop-outs in jobs and the follow
up of graduates and dropouts who do not enter other educational
institutions.

-

Testa and
can education yet,

often

with little thought attached to their validity, reliabilit
plication.

and ap-

Erickson points out the need for collecting and recording
information concerning the student

ge specifically

cumulative folder with notations as to the vocational
ti onal plans, interests, home backgrounds, and work =perp.171).

Martin supports this view and states that ourttela.

necessary parts at the student personnel program in
6 (59,

p.468).

The mere keeping of records is of little avail unless they are
readily available to authorised personnel.

Horn recommends that

records should be kept in a place accessible to all teachers and
guidance specialists.

He believes that this plaoe should usually

the guidance office (3, , p.435).

Black states that if there is only

copy of the student's file and this is kept in the dean's

office,

teachers are discouraged from making use of them (5, p.149).
The need for an adequate testing program in the junior collage
pointed out by Martin (59, p.467)

Engelbart recommends the

inclusion of a psychological examination, an English testy a reading
test, an interest test, and placement tests in the testing program of

the Pnior college (33, pp0-11).

Erickson states that "The most

valid and reliable measures of the development of the
may be obtained from achievement and intelligence tests.

individual)..

In spite of

30
standardized intelligence test is a basic and
fundamental measure.. " (34, ps39

Strang suggests that the school

should have some measure of the student's intelligence, achievement

interests, special abilities health socio- economic status, and vow,.
tionaI plans (79,

p.244).
believes that it is

President Rice of
necessary for every junior

as of a student's

general 01414ty his reading ability, and his personal characteristics
(69, p.246).

As a result of his survey of the g

nce needs in a

community. junior college, Roberts reoommends an interest teat, a test
of scholas tic aptitude, an achievement battery, and a personality in.
ventory. (70, p4254).

Trailer lists fifteen points that should be con.

sidered in establishing a good testing program in any school

(83,

pp43-7), and Goertaen points out the value of group tests as diagnoetic instruments (40, pp.21.22)

Attaig =Wass la Ma

luta

In his study of secondary schools

141

rda
boys, Lamborn found that

ninety-two per cent of the schools used group intelligence tests,
tysseven per cent used achievement tests, fiftystwo per cent
listed individual intelligence tests, twenty-five per cent mentioned
personality inventories, and thirty per sent used occupational aptitude
testa (53, p.125).
Goertsen showed that twenty -one out of twent

11

hen 700 students used placement tests while all of the fifteen
colleges with tore than 700 student' used these tests (40, p.53).

In

31
this same study, he found that eighteen of the smaller colleges and
all of the larger colleges had a testing program for vocatinI*1 guid
Twenty-one of the smaller colleges and fourteen of the larger
colleges had a testing program for educational guidance while fourteen
smaller colleges and twelve of the larger schools reported a
program for emotional guidance (40, p.56).

Many of the schools

which had testing programs, however, did not have trained personnel to
administer them (400 p.57)

Knott discovered that nineteen of the t

junior colleges

in North Carolina included In her study had testing programs.

Nine of

these junior colleges included tests of mental ability, sit listed
achievement testa, six mentioned interest tests, five used intelligence

tests, two listed a vocabulary test While one used an attitude scale
(51, p.79).

Stonebanke found that the testa most often mentioned as

having been administered in their schools by girls who were graduates
of private and public junior colleges were placement tests, psychological tests, achievement tests, aptitude tests, vocational interest
tests, attitude scales, self inventories, study *kills inventories

and nervousness tests (78, p94). Pollock has discussed the testing
program at Stephens College but she has not presented any data as to

the validity or reliability of the teats used (66, pp.4143)
While it is very easy to find recommendations concerning the
value of teats and the prevalence of testing, it is not at all, easy

to determine the tests actually in use by the various types of schools.
It is even more difficult to determine the value of specific tests for
use in junior colleges for 11010M6

purpose of this thesis, a detailed analysis of the
various psychological tests will not be presented.

Only a few para-

graphs will be devoted to this topic in order to indicate the diffi
culty in obtaining information which is of value to guidance personnel in junior colleges for women*

It is found that many pronounce-

ments concerning psychological tests are vague generalities with little application to any one particular situation*
As pointed out earlier in this thesis, Malcolm found that the
Kuder Preference Record was preferred for use with college women over
the Lee- Thorpe Occupational Interest Inventory and the Strong Vocation.
al Interest Inventory (57, pp.91,.98).

Wesman determined that the

course grades of girls were more predictable from the results of psy
ohological tests than were those of boys, but he does not specifically
discuss the various tests of which this is true with the one exception
of the Differential Aptitude Tests (89, p.167)
Ferguson has reported that the reliability coefficients fair the

Kuder Preference Record are generally higher than for the Strong Voce,
coal Interest Inventory profiles (35, pp.58-73) e, and that, while the

Strong profiles may be highly related to wash other
areas are not (35, p.72).

the Ruder interest

Reid reports that the scores on the Kuder

Preference Record are as reliable as those of the Strong Vocational
Interest Inventory (68, pp.307.012).

The reliability of the Strong Vocational
been investigated by Ferguson (35, p 51)
Super (80, p.391).

Inventory has

Kaplan (O, p*305), and

It has been found to be quite reliable, usually

being reported in excess of a .70 for a period of several years.
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Ferguson points out that although the approaches of Strong and Kuder
are entirely different, the results obtained by the use of the two
inventories are surprisingly s4w141Ar (35, p.76).

The value of paper and pencil personality inventories has been
studied by Ferguson, and he believes that the Personal Inventory is
useful in predicting psychiatric classifications (35, p.287).

Fer-

guson states that the Personal Audit is of doubtful validity and that
materials presented by Adams in support of this test are questionable
(35, p.191).

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the

Minnesota Personality Scale are conceded some

dity by Ferguson

(35, pp.211.243), but the Bernreuter is descri

as invalid (35,

p.233).

The Bell Adjustment Inventory can differentiate between

sounselor.selected groups of wellmadjusted and poorly adjusted groups
(35, p.233).

Comparing the Bell with the Bic, Freeman found

that the Bell vas more valuable as a counseling instrument than was
the Bernreuter (37, p.41).

Moving into still another area of teeting

Goodenough states that the College Board Examinations, which are used
by many senior colleges, are undoubtedly among the beet of their kind
for the prediction of college success (62, p.330).
The information concerning the use and maintenance of records
in schools is even more meager than that about tests and testing.

Goertzen found that cumulative records were kept in thirty-ire of the
forty-one colleges in Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington which he
studied (40, p.49).

Knott discovered that most of the :unior colleges

in her study kept records, but the colleges emphasised that the information van not available unless needed by the faculty (51, p.77)

In

research in

is found that there has been a great deal of research in this area,
but too little of it has been concerned with the application of tests
and records to -specific situations.

It is very improbable that a

generalization concerning the value of any specific test will hold
true in all possible testing situations.
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The need for adequate educational and comps

1 information

has been stressed by many writers in the field of guidance.

Shartle

has summarized the uses of occupational information in education and
in guidance and has pointed out the necessity of maintaining an adequate program in this area (74, pp.I.26).

Pring states that every

teacher should point out "...how it (the subject) provides basic know
ledge for certain vocations" (34, p.230).

J. B Munson, Supervisor of

Guidance end Placement, Lansing, Micbigen, states that "We...expect
the subject/matter teachers to present...the important occupational
information related to their fields" (34, p.276).

ckson feels much

the same about this subject, and believes that subject/matter teachers
should know and stress the educational and vocational outcomes of
their subjects (34, p.7).

The value of work experience as a means of ac

ntixag the

student with the world of work, as a means of building good work
habits, and as a device for supplementing the classroom instruction,

has been recognized hymen, educators and has led to the inclusion of
this practice in the educational programs of saw secondary schools

35
ity

and a few colleges, ouches Antioch, No
Eekelberry of Ohio State University believes that

no adequate substitute for it (work experience) as a
education of the young person* (34, p4359).

Commenting on

the granting of school credit for work experience, Weber of the Uni.
veresitr of Connecticut states that "There is general agreement anong

experimentsre in the area of work

that sobool credit should

be granted for participation in a eupe

ppraised

and evaluated

work experience program" (34, p.36 ?).

The career day has been suggested as a

in the

pogo, of occupational and educational

Edwards

defines a career day as *...a (taboo' day set aside especially as a
joint school. community enterprise, with the chief purpose of

tug the students with the latest occupational information in the voca.

tions in which they are most interested. The information is customer.
ily furnished by leading and successful members of the community*

(31,

p.22). Edwards is most enthusiastic concerning the effectiveness of
career digs, and generalises by stating that "Wherever it has been

tried, it has almost eithot exception been acclaimed by students
educators, community, and industry as a worthwhile addition to the
service's of the school.

Each year finds more

more schools adopt.

ing the idea and practice of a Career Day" (511 p.1)

Dixon, however

feels that the career day is another "shot-'g

of group

guidance and should never be otdd as an alter=
tinuous, regularly organised, guidance program (34, p.
further cautions that this type of program may lead to

a

t
undesirable

p.2

Junson and Schloerb s

itiona3

ods of disseminating
films, out-

occupational information through the use of
side 'speakers, and trips to places of business

ind try (34, p.295).

The need for adequate educational information
been stressed in the literature.

frequently

Paul Dressel, of Michigan State Col

believes that *...a file of current college catalogs is a necessity" (34, p.213).

These catalogs, however, will be of little value

unless the counselors have access to thea(34, p.224) Roberts found
t the majority of the junior college students in his st = »

in occupational and educational information.

mantel

They also

called for visits to industriese, career assetblies and guest speakers
(7D, p.251).

lleges in North Caroline, Knott

found that sixteen of the

Junior colleges in the state had

vocational material in their libraries but no information was supplied
as to the quality or extensiveness of this material (51, p.81).

In

of the recommendations of guidance experts,. Lamborn found that

forty.four per cent of teachers in his study included occupational

tin in their regular courses.

Career days were held in twenty

three per cent of the schools, and thirty -one per cent utilised visits

to places of business and industry (53, p0141).

Hardee and Pollock

have described the occupational infore ation. program at Stephens. College

in some detail.

They point out the need for a continuous, integrated

he *

schools and colleges (44, pp.1
In 1945, Cottingham surveyed forty -six weU.. known junior co

He received

reputations for good guidance practices.
thirty-two of these colleges.

Thirty.ene per cent of the

boots offered eourses in ocowational orientation, but
bad a course in occupational information which ran a
re than twentyweight per cent of the colleges had no

000Upa

service at all (19, pp30.43).

Knott was

able

to determine that twenty out of the twee -4p junior colleges included in her survey maintained a file of college catalogs, but she did
not discover the sizes of these files, their recemNr, nor their
locations (51, P*81)

The leek of definite

the actual use of

data pertaining

occupational and educational

to the

effectiveness

of guidance

of the various

is only too apparent to the interested

The

.7 survey of

student personnel procedures in junior colleges conducted

by the

American Association of Junior Colleges neglected this topic complete.

4.

As far as can be determined, there have not been any adequate

studies which would contribute to an understanding of the problem in
the Junior college for women.

it,

Afritsys M .12 stamisaki
The one

essential

slut of any student personnel program

would seam to be the provision for the Inaividual counseling of

38
students (40) (34) (71).

The basic principles of college counseling

have been outlined in the Counseling Manual of the College of Wooater
as follow (20, p.1) t

develop-

1. All counseling activities should point
ment of the individual student.

2. The primary aim of counseling is to develop self-confidence
on the part of the student in terms of his highest interests
and abilities and his potential service to society.
Counseling involves, first of all, a *apprehensive understanding of the personality of each student and an appreci n..
ti on of his problems.

The need for counseling has been p
the area of student personnel works, and

ted out by most authors in

time daily for each fifty to s

recommends one hour

He

t34-five students.

, that it may be neeerssary to start with one hour
each one hundred students (34, 13.184).

Erickson

believes that it is beet its counselor stays with the counsels, for
several years rather then chatienc each year 44 is often the custom
(34, p.11)

Horn feels that each student should spend at least one

hour each semester disclosing his poet pressing problems with an
assigned teacher...counselor (34, p.4.37).

Hamrin states that "All students sherd have the undivided time
of the counselor at least once a semester"

p.126),

Roberts

ea:emends at least two intencive Interviews with a qualified vocal.,

tuna l counselor each samester for all junior college students.

He

bases this re coem collation an a survey of the guidance needs of junior

college students (170, p.254) Haprin points out the need for °Moe
ewe which in specifically set aside for counseling.

This office
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business-like

18 C

The utilisation of
discussed by Erick..

case conferences as an. aid to

be sada an each

son who believes that a complete oas

student several tines during his edhooil career (34, p.42)

The question of whether every teacher should
one.

Ere

a

non statee that "This does not imply that "every

towbar a counselor' should be the program's goal, nor does it mean
teachers should be expected to carry an all guidance

*The counselor needs trsining interest, and

p 5)

s

-.ay teacher cannot and

its responsibilities,

should not be expected tc become an effective counselor" (34, p.10).
potion in guidance is desirable, but it should never be
forgotten that the aim of student personnel work is to supplement the

instructional fUnctions of the school not to enlarge upon them, The
goel should be to help students, not planate fruetrated tea
dhange good instructors to poor counselors.
In,-service training is often mentioned as a necessary part of an

to counseling program.

Wrenn,

Bell,

and Paterson have specifical-

ly pointed out the need for an adequate in- service training program for

guidance personnel 410 p.8).

Harden suggests that an adequate in.

service training program is essential to the seas of the guidanos

Proglign Ohs PP.40 42)
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Again we ma* to the dichotomy between

actual practices.

Webb found

college students who

counseled were more likely to have made satisfactory vocational deci.
stone than those students who had not been counseled, but less then
per cent of the college juniors and seniors in his study had
clad by tohoOl or collage counselors (

s,

pp.331.332) .

ibed the results of two years of counseling at Mars
points out that although the counseled students were
superior to non.- counseled students in the matter of

vocati

the great majority of counseled students expressed

satisfaction with the eounselirg (23, Pp.235-238)
Lamborn found that ninety`-five per cent of the schools in his

made some provision for counseling students (53, p.127).

Stone.

questioned thirty women graduates of junior colleges, and found
that half of the women reported counselors in their junior colleges
and half reported the lack of ex

counselor in their schools (78, p.95).

Lamborn examined the secondary schools for boys and found that eightyfive per cent of these school

de provisions for the counselor to

have a place to conduct interviews in private (53, pp.105 -106).

He

did not determine, however whether this space was a private office
merely an unused classroom or teacher's roam.

He did find that there

vas a correlation of .30 between the provisions for space for private
interview* and the extent of guidance services in the schools

(53,

p.240).

Knott discovered that eighteen of the twenty -too junior col

up*

North Carolina provided private office space for intervi

by °counselors (51, p.82)

In eighty.five per cent of the sehoo
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signed guidance duties (53, p.85).

Thayer concluded

that the teachers in the San Francisco schools made the beet counselors
because they knew their pupils better than did the eounselore.

Teach..

ere gave more help on all but eight of fiftystwo problems listed by
pupils as bothering them (53, pw33).

On the other handl Loveless

found that the high schools that provided substantial amounts of
released time frau teaching for definite counseling duties made higher

scores on the Kefauversand Guidance Test (a high score being indicative of good guidance practices), and the pupils in these schools had
fewer problems on the Mooney Problem Checklist than did the pupils in
schools with no definite organisation for cu unseling (53, p.56)

Knott found that in seventeen of the twenty-two junior college0
in North Carolina all faculty members participated in guidance (51,
p.81).

in his study of the guidance services in the schools of New

York State, Hartley found that many schools had experimented with having all teachers responsible for guidance but only three schools out
of forty retained a decentralised system.

The other thirtyseeven

schools had changed to an organisation where especially interested
teachers or trained counselors were responsible for guidance (53, p.58)
Lamborn, however, found that, in private secondary solools for boys,
most administrators felt that the majority of teachers should serve
in guidance capacities (53, p.8?).

Lamborn was able to establish the feat that schools with broad

faulty participation in guidance tended to have better programy of
guidance according to his evaluation than did those schools with
little faculty participation in guidance (53, p.237).

Only twentysfive

per cent of the schools in Lamborn's study r

ed

ervice training for the entire staff of
hoe* schools that did report in-service

the school (53,

had significantly better guidance programs than did those
schools not so reporting.

gui

The biserial correlation between good

practices and the existence of an in-service training program
Goertsen found that all the colleges in his

was .46 (53, p.238).

study appeared to be lacking in any definite program of ineervice
training (40, p.47).

It is not to be expected that teachers and guidance personnel
will be able to carry out all the functions of student personnel
without referral to professional personnel with specific qualifies
tions.

These special personnel uenally inelude the psychiatrist, the

clinical psychologist

the physician, the nurse, the minister priest

or rabbi, and other specialists such as the speeeah oorrectionist and
the social worker,

Wrenn and Bell advocate

type of mental by

giene service in the college to provide for those students needing ae.stetsone in this area (93, p.151).

Martin emphasises the need for the

junior college to employ a psychiatrist and a physician on either a
part..time or fee basis (59, p.467).

math= la 112 =Ulm Ism =gal
that many of the colleges in his study did not

follow

reccemendations.

None of the twenty-six
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colleges with fewer than 700 students had psychiatrists on their cam.
puses and only one of the schools had a clinical psychologist on its
A psychiatrist was to be found as as cuff -can

campus.

referral in

five of these schools and a clinical psychologist was found as an off
campus referral in seven of the colleges.

On the other hand, eight

of the smeller colleges had physicians on their campuses, five had
physicians as off-campus referrals, and five colleges had physicians

both on campus and as off -opus referrals (40, p49). There seems
to be a mueh greater concern for the Physical health of the students in
the smaller colleges than there is for the mental health of the
students.

The picture for the fifteen colleges with more than 70 students

manor. favorable.

Only one of these colleges had a psychic.

trist an campus and six colleges provided for the off-campus services
of psychiatrists.

Two of the colleges bad clinical psychologists on

campus and three colleges had Clinical psychologists as off - campus
referrals.

Fourteen of these colleges had physicians either an campus

or as off- campus referrals (40, p.49).

These facts are even more dis-

turbing when one considers that this study included four large state
universities in one of the most progressive and prosperous areas of
our nation.

Lamborn found that private secondary sc cols for

is the

eastern part of the United States were in much the same situation.

Only three per cent of the schools had psychiatrists on their state
and only fortyPtive per cent used referrals to psychiatrists.

Clinical
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psychologists were found on campus in eleven per cent of the schools

schools.

and as off-campus referrals in thirty. -three per cent of the

Nurses were listed as staff members in sixtrtwo per cent of the schools
and as off-campus referrals in eleven per cent of the sohools

Physi-

clans were found as staff members in fertyufive per cent of the schools
(53, p,91).

Nave than ninety per cent of the schools in Lamborn's

study provided for the services of physicians either an or off campus
but only forty-eight per cent had psychiatric services available, and
forty -tour per cent p ^ovided for the services of clinical psychologists

These schools represent some of the finest private academies

Dated States.

It would expect that a. sim43tre study of public

schools might show an even less favorable picture.

linsigai iatians
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examining the literat

it is found that while several

tors have discussed the relationship of school size to stnw
dent personnel practices, none of them has made definite recommends..

tions as to the optimum sir of a junior college in order to carry out
good student personnel practices.

Therefore it has been necessary

to turn to those writers who have discussed the problem of the sinus

of the junior college without relating this topic to student personnel
.

Xoos believes that the

for a four -year junior

college should be 200 students and the min

year junior college should be

100 students

Ilment for a two(52).

On the other hand

Bells does not feel that the minimum sire Of a junior college can be
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that any one size iss necesssarily more desirable than other

sizes (32, p.565).

It would seem that the only limiting factor as to

size of a junior college is the criterion of whether or
not the size is adequate for the college to fulfill its stated Zino..

=au sl ibs
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In 1948# Froehlich found that larger schools more freq
having guidance personnel on their staffs than did smaller
schools (38, pp.522-527)

Lamborn studied the guidance practices in

independent secondary era

increased* the percentage

for bops and found that* as school six*
teachers and guidance specialists assigned

to guidance duties increased while the role of the administrator in
guidance decreased.

Only seventeen per cent of all the schools studied

had guidance specialists In charge of their programs* but forty.three
per cent of the schools with more than 425 pupils reported specialists
in this capacity (53, p.194).

used mere tests

This study disclosed that larger schools

had more formal programs* offered more help with em.

pIcyment* and there was more professionalisation of guidance workers
(53, p.200).

Cunliffe surveyed

public ss

cry s

and found that schools with
superior in guidance practices to schools with less
(22,

1.57).

In the 1948 study of high schools in

iu h ear Jersey

were
500101441s

North Central

Association* Zeran and Jones found a tendency for the guidance aotivi
ties and practices to increase in efficiency as the schools increased

pp.52-73) .

Hartley fwd that the

p.58)

services decreased as the *isle of the school deer

Finally, Lamborn determined that there was more group work, orientation*
and a preference for centralized and highly organized guidance programs
in the larger schools (53,.

.189.49 )

While the major share of the evidence indicates that the larger
schools are doing a superior job of guidance when compared with smaller
schools, there is sons indication that this does not hold true in all
oases.

d

schools far bors gathered

more information on pupil+

extensive counselt

conducted more field trips

follow-up information IWO than

did the larger private schools for boys (53,
result was observed in a survey of twentyafour
*elected as examples of those schools ha
Indicated by a Checklist of twenty -eight i

services whieh they provided.

programs

199-200).

A emilo

high

sahoo

pregnalle
listing the guidance

All but three of these schools were

under 400 pupils in enrollment (53, p.35).

In suearising the relationship of the size of the school to its
guidance program, it is safe to say that most of the evidence indicates

that the larger schools provide more services, use more trained person
nel and generally evidence more good guidance practices then do
smeller schools.

lialatisa at
The most elaborate item of student personnel services is of
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little value unless it helps the students with their problems.

Too

few studies have been concerned with this phase of student personnel
work.'

Stoisebanka found that girls who had attended Stephens College

or Stratford College were very enthusiastic concerning the efficiency
of the guidance programs at these schools. This attitude was con..
treated to the neutral or negative reaction of the girls who had attended St. Mary's School and Junior College, Mars Hill College, Bennett
Junior College, St. Petersburg Junior College, Penn Hall Junior College,
Peace College, Armstrong Junior College, and Endicott Junior College
(78, p.102).

When the thirty girls in Stonebanket study were asked

for suggestions for the improvement of the guidance facilities of these
schools, seventeen listed the need for more men on the staffs, thirteen
called for better cooperation among students

faculty and administra,.

tioni nine girls felt the need for more individual counseling, four
girls wanted a placement service, and three girls listed the need
for better testing (78, p.99).

In all fairness to the schools in

this study, it should be pointed out that the number of students involved was very small and that this study was made in 1946.

Many of

these junior colleges did not establish student personnel programs
until ari,er the war years, e.g., Mars Hill College established their
program in 1947.
As was pointed out earlier, Lovelmsss found that schools with

released time for teachers to perform counseling had programs superior
to schools without such provisions (53, p.56).

Furthermore, the

schools in this study that listed extensive activities in guidance
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the Kefeuver.Hand
the pupils had fewer problems

the Mooney Problem Checklist than

those schools listing fewer guidance activities (53, p.56).

There evi

dently is a direct relationship between the extent of guidance pram.

aces anti the effectiveness of guidance

&Wass num* 54 Sat Yaks
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For several years,

a
he

guidance in a junior college for women

had the opportunity to investigate a few of t Ze topics listed above.

The writer has specifically pointed out he need for "custom.
fitting" the testing program to the needs of the particular school
and he has outlined a testing program for a junior college for women
(26, PP.261.267).

are listed by

The purposes of the testing

the writer as assisting the students with vocati

Arming, educe.

time' planning and personal problem.solving to

the institution

eliminate failures as much as possible, and to serve as a measuring
device for the effectiveness of the curriculum (26, pp.261.262).
The specific tests recommended for this junior college for
were the American Council on. Education Psychological Fxsminnt on
for College Freshmen, the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, the Tows, Silent

Reading Test, the Kuder Preference Record, the Bell Adjustment Invertory the Iowa Foreign Language Aptitude Testso, and the
Aptitude Test (26,

VIM" Shorthand

263.267).

The American Council an Education Psychological Rmeminetion for
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College Freshmen was found to be an excellent predictor of academic
in a junior college for women.

The reliability of this test

eight months after the original Acurtmetration MRS .89.
The Nelson-Denny Reading Toot was also studied, and it was found to
be highly related to academic success in a junior college for women

(26, pp264-266).

t to student personnel

In

practices in junior colleges for women, it may be safely stated that

this topic has been almost completely neglected. The only national
survey of student personnel practices in junior colleges that has been
made is the 1947 survey by the America= Association. of Junior Colleges.
This survey included less than fifty per cent of all the junior col...

lager in the United States and did not break down the data so that

Fur.

the practices in junior colleges for women could be determined.

thermore this study entirely neglected large segments of student
personnel work, such as oocupational information, counseling, and
testing.

It has been necessary, therefore, to look to reseirdh in the

guidance practices in secondary schools and senior *alleges as well as
to surveys of student personnel practices in restricted areas in order
to obtain information for this study
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CHAPTER III

ORIGINAL STUDY

ONNEL

STATUS OF STUDENT P

JUNIOR COLLEGES FOR WOMEN

T

of the pr
between the

there were

was to determine whether
practices in junior col-

loges for women

he guidance practices in coeducational junior

eollogen. senior

ogee for women, and coeducational senior

No attempt

colleges,

made to equate the various types of oolleges as

to endowments, accreditation, or enrollment, but rather the colleges
were selected an the basis of their reputations for carrying out good
guidance practices.

This accounts for the relatively high level of

guidance work found in most of these schodls.

TABLE VI presents a.

.

sljnmary. of the results of the preliminary worm.
The onIy guidance activities which were mentioned br at least
out of seven of all four types of colleges were the pres
guidance programs and provisions for the orientation of new students.
The provision for all faculty to act as counselors was found in
six of the seven junior colleges for women, while only one coeducationcollege and none of the senior colleges for women reported

vision. The difference between the frequency of mention of
vity in junior colleges for women and in coedueational junior
colleges was significant at the five per cent level as determined by

TABLE VI
Guidance Activities Reported by Junior Colleges for Women,
Coeducational. Junior Colleges, Senior Colleges for Women,
and Coeducational Senior Colleges

Guidance Activity

Junior
Colleges
for Women
N.7

Guidance s
in college

7

Coeducational
Junior
Colleges
N-?

7

Senior
Colleges
for Women
N-7

Coeducational
Senior
Colleges
N-7

6

7

2

6

Dean of college in
charge of guidance
Program
Student personnel
specialist in charge
of program

2

Pa 11-time person in

charge of guidance
Program

2

All teachers
as counselors

6

5

5

0

2

In-service guidance
training program
for faculty

5

2

5

Differentiation as
to vocational edu.
cations' and
personal counseling

2

5

6

Student required to
meet with counselors
Special aptitude
tests available

3

6

7

3

4

7

Psychiatrist
available on or
off the campus

Clinical psychologist
available either on
or off the campus

2

5

TABLE VI (continued)

Orientatian program
for new students

6

6

College Freshmen

6

4

Kuder Preference
Record

2

2

Cooperative
English Test

2

2

Iowa Silent
Reading Test

2

7

7

Tests administered to
college students:
American Council
on Psychological

Favenntion for

0

2

College Board
ices
Rmarti

0

2
0

method of

froand in
leant at the one per cent level.

The only other guidance activity which exhibited significant
differences between these various types of colleges was the use of the
1 on Education Psychological Examination for College
ix of the junior colleges for women used this test, but
only only of the senior colleges far women did so.

The MI-square

method of analysis indicated that this difference was significant at
the five per-cent level of confidence.

Although the other observed
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differences in

tines

significant at the one per cent or the five per cwt level of confi
deuces this survey indicated that there were decided differences
between the guidance practices in junior colleges for women and in
these other types of colleges.

SURVEY OF STUD EST P

PRACTICES

IN JUNIOR COLLEGES FOR WOMEN

The purpose of the survey of student personnel practices in
junior colleges for women was to determines
1. the student personnel practices being carried on in junior
colleges for
2. how these practices compare with those in other types of
schools

what relationships, if any, exist between certain student
personnel practices and school characteristics
4. what student personnel practices are used most frequently by
Junior colleges for women with extensive guidance programs
5. what interpretations and recommendations may be derived
from this material..

Distribution of

Iths

checklist

The checklist presented an pagems 122 -125 of the Appendix was

to all seventy-one junior colleges for women in the United States.

Sixtr-two junior colleges far women responded for a gross return of
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eighty -seven per cent; but two of the r
left a net return of 4,10476-five per cent.

A

colleges for women that replied to the request for information on
their student personnel programs is presented on pages 1306.133 of the

Appendix.
Nine junior colleges for women did not respond to any of the
three letters sent to them.

Two of the junior colleges for women

which did not reply were very small proprietary junior colleges for
women, and two schools were small Catholic junior colleges for women.
Only one of the junior colleges for women that did not reply enrolled
more then 200 students.

There was no apparent pattern of characteris-

tics of the junior colleges for women that did not reply to the checklist.

The one distinguishing characteristic of these colleges was

their small sire. A list of the nine junior colleges for women that
did not reply to the request for information on their student personnel practices is presented on page 134of the Appendix.

Guidance

raja scale

In order to arrive at some evaluatioa of the student personnel
practices in the individual junior colleges for women, a seventy-five
point guidance rating scale was devised by the writer, based on the
checklist sent to the junior colleges for women.

This rating scale

was based on the assumption that those schools which evidenced more of
the student personnel practices recommended by student personnel
specialists as discussed in CHAPTER II were more likely to provide
effective student personnel services than those schools with fewer
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services.

The research of Lamborn (53) and Loveless (53* p.56) supA reproduction of the guidance rating scale

ports this assumption.

used is presented on

5-139 of the Appendix.

liabi3t7 sit adman
By rating each respondent junior college for women on this
scale it was found that the scores ranged from a low of ten to a
high of fifty- eight.

The mean of this distribution was 3702* with a

standard deviation of 10.03.

The reliability of the guidance rating

scale was determined by use of the SpearmanmBrown prophecy formula.
The resultant estimate, of the reliability of the guidance rating

scale through the split-half method was .92.

4lidity

2 Iowan

The validity of the

checked by means

internal consistency and an item analysis using the fourfold

contingency tests (56, pp.591594).

Goodenough has stated that

organisation and internal relationships of items that presumb.

ably competent judges select as probable samples (or signs) of the
characteristic in question are likely to afford the best available
evidence of the suitability of a given item for the purpose at hand"
(42* p.131)

A further check on the

dity of the instrument was obtained

paring the results of Stonebanke' study of the guidance practices
junior colleges with the ratings obtained by some of these
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schools on the rating scale used in this t

col-

The two junior

leges for women that Stonebanke found to be outstanding in guidance
practices so far as their graduates were concerned (78, p.102), Ob.
tained high ratings on the guidance rating scale used in this thesis.
Both of these schools were in the highest twenty -seven per cent of the

junior colleges for women on the guidance rating scale.

Furthermore

the one junior college for women that has attained a national reputetion for possessing one of the most complete guidance programs of any
college in the country obtained the highest score on the guidance
rating scale,

twat a maize&
The material gathered through use of the checklist was than
tabulated and broken down into sections to correspond with the major
areas of student personnel work as presented in CHAPTICR II.

This pro-

cedure enabled a direct comparison of the results of this study with
the results of previous investigations.
The responses of the junior colleges for women to the various
items of the checklist were divided into two sections:

the responses

of the junior colleges for women with fewer than 200 students

and the

responses of the junior colleges for women with 200 or more students.
This method facilitated analysis of the data to determine whether there

were

certain student personnel practices characteristic of either

larger or smeller junior colleges for women.
The responses of the junior colleges for women to the various
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items on the checklist were further divided into the responses of the
junior colleges for waxen in the upper twenty seven per cent of the
guidance rating scale and the responses of the junior colleges for
women in the lower twenty .seven per cent on the guidance rating

scale.

Kelley has proved that this division of high and low groups is the most
desirable one to use in a statistical analysis (50, P1417-24).

The

results were then examined by use of the Chi-square method of analysis
to determine the significance of the differences, it any

iliatalarstima at 04490 arigMal =Mt
The dean of the college was the person most frequently mentioned
as being in charge of the student personnel programs in junior colleges
for women.

The dean of students and the director of guidance followed

in frequency of mention.

The president was listed by only four of the

sixty junior colleges for women and the dean of girls or dean of women
by five of the junior colleges for women
The 1947 survey of junior colleges conducted by the American
Association of Junior Colleges found that the president, the dean of
men, and the dean of women were the most frequently mentioned persons
in charge of the student personnel programs in junior colleges (81).
None of the previous research dealing with the adminietration of whip.

dent personnel services in convect has shown results similar to those
in this thesis.

So far as the administrati
concerned, junior colleges for
of organisation.

TABLE VII -A presents a summary of the data on this

Title of Person in Charge of Student Personnel Program

TABLE VII-4
Sim, of School

TABLE
Position on Guidance

Battu_
or
N.A5
26%

28%

27%

6%

29%

15%

Dean of the
College

48%

36%

43%

Other

14%

Dean of Students

19%

25%

50%

25%

Dean of Girls or
Dean of Women

Director of
Guidance
President ©f
the College

12%

3.5%

topic.

The larger schools were much more
speoialists in *barge of their programs than were the smaller schools.
In the larger Junior colleges for women directors of guidance were in
charge of the student personnel program in twenty.eight per cent of the
schools, but in the smaller Junior colleges for women directors of
guidance were found in only six per cent of the schools.

This finding

is similar to the results of Latham's study of the guidance practices
in secondary schools for boys (53).
TABLE VII.B presents an analysis of tl

replies of the group of

Junior colleges for women in the upper twentrmseven per cent on the
guidance rating scale and the replies of the group of junior colleges
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for women in the lower twenty -seven per cent on this scale.

The junior colleges for women with more elaborate student personnel services tended to have their student personnel programs administered by student personnel specialists while the junior colleges for
women with limited student personnel services tended to utilize the
dean of the college as the chief administrative officer for their
student personnel programs.

The predominance of directors of guidance

in the junior colleges for women in the upper twenty -seven per cent an

the guidance rating scale was significant at the five per cent level as
determined by the Chi-square method of analysis.

diff

Non

of the other

es was significant at this level.
Comparing the larger junior co].leg

of junior colleges for women in the upper twent
guidance rating scale it was found that forty*four per oast of the

schools in the upper twentyweeven per cent oa the guide rating
scale had directors of guidance, but only twent*.eight per cent of the
junior colleges for women with 200 or more students had such persona
in charge of their programs

Therefore, it may be safely stated that

with

those junior colleges for women

guidance specialists in charge of

their student personnel programs had more extensive student personnel
services than did thole junior colleges for women with administrators
in charge of their programa.

the findings of Lamborn (53,

This conclusion is in agreement with
84).

Pereentag* at suislaan ackillnigtrat91"3
An analysis of the percentage of time devoted by the person in
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charge to the student personnel program in junior colleges for women

TABLE VIIL4'presents

is presented in TABLE VIII-A and TABLE VIII-B.

a comparison of the small and the large junior colleges for women on
this topic while TABLE VIII-B Summarizes-the responses of the Junior
colleges for women in the upper twenty-seven per cent of the guidano
rating scale and the responses of the junior colleges for women in
the lower twenty-seven per cent of this scale.

Percentage of Time Devoted to Student Personnel
Program by Person in Charge

TABLE VIII-B
Position on Guidance
Rating Scale

TABLE VIII-A
Size of School

Percentage
of Time

200 or
N.25

Less than 25%

e

Lower 27%
N.16
8%

0%

Upper 27%
N-1§,

19%

0%

44%

25%

25% to 49%

31%

28%

50% to 74%

23%

32%

27%

6%

37%

75% or more

29%

40%

33%

25%

44%

As might be expected= the larger junior colleges for women used
more full-time personnel to administer their student personnel programs
then did the smaller junior colleges for women.

In the group of smal-

ler junior colleges for tnr, forty-five per cent of the guidance adrinistrators devoted less than fifty per cent of their time to the
program while in the group of larger junior colleges for women, seventy
two per cent of the guidance porlinistrators devoted more than half their

time to these activities.

These findings are somewhat sillitur to the
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results of the survey conducted by the American Asasociation of Junior

Colleges (81) but, on the whole, junior colleges for women provided
more time for student personnel work for the administrators of the programs than did coeducational junior colleges.
The differences between the junior colleges for

with ex-

tensive student personnel services and the group of junior colleges
for women with limited programs in the provision of time for the per.
sons in charge of the student personnel program is even more marked.
In eighty-one per cent of the junior colleges for women in the upper
twenty..seven per cent on the guidance rating scale, the guidande ad

ministrators devoted fifty per cent or more of their time to the program, while in the junior colleges for women in the lower twenty-seven
per cent on the guidance rating scale, only thirty-one per cent had
guidance administrators who devoted fifty per cent or more of their
time to the program.

It is evident that

junior colleges for woman with

student personnel practices most often utilise guidance specialists to
head their programs and provide more nearly sufficient time for these
specialists to carry out their duties, while the junior colleges for
women with limited student personnel programs add the duties of admin.
istering the student personnel program to the other duties of some administrative officer.

Moreover, the junior colleges for women with few

student personnel services do not provide the persons in charge of the
student personnel programs with more than a fractional time allotment
for this purpose.

Orientation,uractiaee

Orientation procedures of various types are allegedly very prevalent in schools and colleges generally.

Junior colleges for women

also use various orientation procedures.

TARLE II-A presents an anal

yes of the methods of orientation used in Pillar, colleges for women.
TABLE IX.-8 furnishes a comparison of the orientation methods used by

the group of junior colleges for women in the upper twenty-seven per
cent on the guidance rating scale and the methods used by the group
of junior colleges for women in the lower twenty-seven per cent on the
guidance rating scale.

The larger junior colleges for women make

a frequent use of

scheduled courses for orientation than do the smaller junior colleges
for women,

Furthermore, the larger junior colleges for women tend to

extend their programs throughout the first term rather than conduct
them prior to the opening of school or during the first few days of the
new term.

More than half of the junior colleges for women use the first
few days of the new term for orientation.

This finding is similar to

those reported by Knott (51, p.80), Strang (79, p.21), Stonebanks (78,

pal), and Humphreys (46, p.10), for other types of schools and colleges
A comparison of the orientation practices in the group of junior
colleges for women in the upper twenty-eeven per cent of the guidance
rating scale and the group of junior colleges for women in the lower
twenty-seven per cent of the guidance rating scale dose not yield any
statistically significant differences.
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Orientation for First Year Students
TABLE 11-A
Size of School

Fewer the, 2pp

Activity

TABLE IL.B
Position on Guidance
Agting Scalp

200 or

All
-11-49

Lower 27%
14-46

Upper 27%
N-16

No organized
program
First few dais
of new term

58%

Prior to official
opening of school

During first term

34%

32%

25%

48%

19%

Scheduled credit
course

25%

Scheduled noes
credit course

9%

20%

Other

3%

4%

3%

6%

12%

a%

12%

Both the larger junior colleges for women and the group of junior

colleges tar in in the upper twenty- 4

cent on the guidance

resting scale made frequent use of scheduled courses and extended their
programs throughout the first term,

The group of junior colleges in the

upper twentr.seven per cent on the guidance rating scale were more likely to conduct their orientation programs prior to the official opening
of school than were the larger junior colleges for women as a group.

gssliata szt. strigatagsis
Rice presented a list of ten activities that should be included
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in an orientation program for a junior college (69, PI:4245,-247).

The

survey of the American Association of Junior Colleges showed howeveri
that only four per cent of coeducational junior colleges had more than
three of these activities in their orientation programs (46, p.1.2).

The picture, in this respect, is much more favorable to the
junior colleges for women, as any be seen by TABLE

and TABLE L-B

The average number of orientation activities for all of the
junior colleges for women was six.

For the group of junior colleges

for women in the upper twenty-seven per cent of the guidance rating
scale, the average was eight.

Furthermore, even the group of junior

colleges for women in the lowest twentyNeeven per cent of the guidance
rating scale far exceeded the mean pf the coeducational junior colleges
studied by the American Association of Junior Colleges.
The one orientation activity that was mentioned by almost all
of the junior colleges for women was the explanation of regulations
This was closely followed by an introduction to school organizations
an introduction to student government, and library instruction.

The

larger junior colleges for women carried on more orientation activities
than did the smaller junior colleges for women.
An examination of TABLE

reveals statistically

t

fi

differences between the two groups in the use of four activities. The
group of junior colleges for women in the upper twenty-seven per cent
on the guidance rating scale were superior to the group of junior colleges for women in the lower twenty-seven per cent on the guidance
rating scale in an introduction to student government and an introduction to guidance services.

This superiority was significant at the

Contents of Orientation
TABLE X.A
se of School

TABLE I.8
osition on Guidance
,RektinseAcale

Activi

than 200
_N.35

200 or more
N.25

Introduction to
student government

All
N.40

Lower 27%
N.16

85%

Upper 27%
N.16

100%

Introduction
to school
organisations

Library
instruction

94%

Introduction to
guidance services

69%

Improvement
of reading

23%

Explanation of
regulations

97%

ltd

98%

How to study

63%

76%

68%

Personal grooming

40%

56%

47%

Other

3%

40%

18%

Average
of orientation
activities

75%

33%

9,

37%

100%

63%

44%

7

one per cent level as determined by the Chi.equare method of analysis.
The upper group was also superior to the lower group in the use of read..

lug improvement activities and other orientation procedures not speci
fled.

This difference was significant at the five per cent level.

Furthermore* the upper group used many more orientation activities than
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did the lower group.

It is evident that in junior colleges for women

the schools with extensive student personnel programs tend to have
many orientation activities.

1911.--WASS SW WA St Aga .211 2.211 students

The private junior colleges as a group

to collect more

information an new students than do public junior colleges as a group
(81).

The most frequently mentioned data were transcripts, rank in

class, personal ratings, psychological test scores, record of extra,.

curricular activities, achievement test scores and record of work
experience (81).

TABLE XI-A presents a summary of the information requested from
high schools by junior colleges for women.

A study of these data

reveals that junior colleges for women gather more information on
their students than do either public junior colleges or private junior
colleges as a group.

The larger junior colleges for women gather more

information on new students than do the smaller junior colleges for
women.

The larger junior colleges for women were more interested in

the physical limitations of their students, measures on achievement
tests, and work experience than were the smaller junior colleges for
The average number of different types of information requested
high schools was six for all junior colleges for women, while
the average for the small schools was five, and for the large schools
seven.

An examination of TABLE XI.41 discloses that the junior colleges

for women with many student personnel services as shown by their ranking
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Information Requested of
TABLE

X7,4

TABLE XI-8

Position on Guidance

Size of School

Ratirig goal.
Information
Reauested

Lower 27%

2
5

Transcript
of record

Upper 27%

5

N-.16

N.16

10%

94%

100%

Rank in
graduating

class

100%

Ratings on
personal

qualities

Measures on

psychological

tests

100%

66

Physical

limitations

100%

Measures on
achievement

tests

31%

49%

Record of extraourricul

activities

100%

Record of work
experience
Other

48%

25%

14%

24%

let%

5

7

6

Average number

of types of

information
requested of
high schools

75%
19%

19%
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in the upper testy -seven per cent on the

idauce rates scale gather

more information on their students than do the junior colleges for
women with few student personnel services as shown by their ranking
The

in the lower twenty -seven per cent on the guidance rating scale.

differences between the practices of the two groups was significant
at the one per cent level as determined by the CM- square method for
six different types of information.

The junior colleges for women that

were in the upper twenty -sew per cent of the schools on the guidance
rating scale were significantly superior to the group of junior colleges for women that were in the lower twenty -seven per cent of the

schools on the guidance rating scale in gathering information concern.
ing ratings on personal qualities, measures on psychological tests
measures on achievement tests, physical limitations, record of extra.
curricular activities, and record of work experience.
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When it comes to using this material the picture for junior
colleges for women is not so favorable.

As may be seen in TABLE III.A

only twenty -eight per cent of all junior colleges for women mentioned

using this information for selection for admission, while approximately
eighty-five per cent of private junior colleges as a group did this
(81).

The situation concerning the use of these data in guidance and

in the classification of students is somewhat more favorable for junior
colleges for women.
TABLE III-+B indicates that although the junior colleges for women
which were in the upper twenty -seven per cent of the schools cat the

Use of Information Supplied by High

TABLE III-B
ition on Guidance

TABLE
Sise of School

14441K Scat lit

or
N.3
Admission
to college

Lower 27% Upper 27%
N-16
N-16

1102411

No.45

28%

37%

Room
assignments

19%

Guidance and
counseling
Classification
and scheduling

25%

25%

Permanent
record

Roster
OsinnJing

3%

2%

0%

Other

©%

2%

0%

guidance rating

6%

mica. co

women in the lower twenty-seven per cent on the scale in the use of

information on new students the differences were not statistically
significant.

It should be pointed

that this question was worded as a

completion question on the checklist rather than the usual checklist
form, and the respondents in same junior colleges for women may have
skipped over it or did not care to spend the time in answering a written
question.

Nevertheless, the evidence indicates that junior colleges for

women should, devote more tine and effort to the use of the data they
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collect on new students,

kallags sake& AU blia gralasali
An examination of TABLE II II-,A discloses that the na j-ority of

Junior colleges for women make provisions for their personnel to visit
high schools to give talks to high school seniors and to give informsThe junior colleges

tion concerning the college through interviews.

for women were more likely to conduct interviews with high school
pupils than were either public Junior colleges or private Junior co
loges as a group (81).

Visits to High Schools
by Junior College Personnel

Purpose of

TABLE
Sise of School

TABLE 11I1-B
Position on Guidance

Rating Scale
Fever than 240

or more All
N-60

To give talks
to high school
seniors

Lower 27%
N-16

Upper
11,14

63%

To give
armstion concerning
the college throe
interviews
To administer
achievement or
aptitude tests

3%

To carry on
educational or
vocational
counseling

11%

Other

40%

23%

0%

31%

24%

13%

6%

25%
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TABLE

indicates that while the junior colleges for women

in the upper twenty-seven per cent of the guidance rating scale were
more likely to carry out contacts with high schools, the only activity
in which they were significantly superior to the group of junior colleges for women in the lover twenty -seven per cent on the guidance

rating scale was in the matter of educational and vocational counseling
with high school pupils.

This difference was significant at the five

per cent level of confidence as determined by the Chi-square method of

analysis

College megagel
The personnel from junior colleges for women who visited high
schools were similar to the personnel in public junior colleges who
visited high schools (81),

TABLE X17.4 indicates, however, that

certain personnel from junior colleges for women did not visit high
schools to the extent that this was done in other types of junior colleges.

The junior colleges for women were much more likely to use

district representatives of counselors for this purpose than were other
types of junior colleges.

TABLE XIV-B indicates that the group of junior colleges for women
in the upper twentrieeven per cent an the guidance rating scale were
more likely to use college personnel other than classroom teachers for
high school visitation then were the junior colleges for women in the
lower twenty -seven per cent on the scale.

Fifty per cent of the junior

colleges for women in the former group used district representatives or
counselors for this purpose while only thirteen per cent of the junior

Schools

Junior College Personnel Visiting

TABLE XIV-B
Position on Guidance
Rating Scale

TABLE XIV-A
Sise of School

Personnel

Fewer them 200
E-35

Head of junior
college

200 or more
N-25

Lower 27%
N-16

All.

31%

36%

Director of
admissions

31%

District
representatives
or counselors

17%

Classroom
teachers

Upper 27%
N-16

50%

25%

16%

33%

25%

19%

Alumnae

20%

20%

20%

19%

37%

Others

20%

36%

27%

6%

44%

po

so.

school,
While less than half of the junior colleges for

conducted

visiting days for high school pupils, a greater proportion of them did
so than did other types of junior colleges.
point in mere detail.

TABLE XV.,A illustrates this

TABLE XV-B indicates that there was very little

difference between the junior colleges for we

in the upper twenty-

seven per cent of the schools of the guidance rating scale and the
group of junior colleges for women in the lower twenty-seven per cent
on the guidance rating scale in this respect.

Visiting Days at Junior Colleges for Women
TABLE IT-A
Sise of School

Do not omaduct
an organized
visiting day

TABLE IT-.B

Position on Guidance

51%

44%

Visiting dal-for
high school
seniors only

19%

19%

Visiting day for
all interested
high school
students

29%

25%

31%

Other

19%

12%

19%

Due to the vide
of many junior colleges for women, it

colleges for women old be lose likely to articulate high school and
junior college than would be the case for the Oleic junior college.
The present picture indicates that the junior colleges for women were

at least equal to, and in many respects superior to the public Juni
colleges in this respect.

U301101
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Junior colleges for

do not carry out

to the extent that public junior colleges do (61)

examination of

TABLE XVI-4 shows that less than half of all junior colleges for women
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Placement and Follow-up of Junior College Students
TABLE XVI-A
Size of School

TABLE XVI-8
Position on Guidance
Rating Scale
Lower 27%
N-16

Activi
Organized placement service for
graduates

Upper 27%
N...16

25%

Organized place
meat service for
part -time work

of students

25%

Organized program
to help in selection
of senior college,
university, or
professional
school
Follow-up studies
of students trans.
ferring to senior
colleges and
universities

67%

52%

64%

31%

75%

Followidap studies

as above in last
two years

44%

56%

Followup studies
of students not
entering other
schools

31%

a%

38%

Follow -up studies

as above in last
two years

Community
occupational

sorrows

30%

63%
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College Students (=amid)
TABLE XVI-B
Position on Guidance
_Rating Scale

TABLE XVI-A
Size of School

Fewer than 200 200 or nor All
N.3
N-25

Activity
Community
occupational
surveys in
last two years

3%

Other

3%

8%

Lower 27%

g.1,6

Upper 2714

N-14

3%

6%

0%

5%

6%

6%

have organized placement services for their graduates.

The follow -up

practices of junior colleges for women are somewhat superior to the
practices of other types of junior colleges.

The major emphasis in the

junior colleges for women is upon helping their students plan their
future educations and conducting follow-4p studies of students who
enter other educational institutions.

TAW XVI-B Shows that there are great differences bet

the

placement and follow-up practices of the group of junior colleges for
women in the upper twentywseven per cent on the guidance rating scale
and the group of junior colleges for women in the lower twentyweeven
per cent on this scale.

TWo differences were significant at the five

per cent level as determined by the Chisquare method of analysis.
They were:

a. maintaining an organized program to help in the selec-

tion of senior colleges

universities, or professional schools and

b. conducting follow -up studies of students transferring to senior

colleges and universities. The difference in favor of the upper
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twenty-seven per cwt of the junior colleges on the guidance rating
scale was significant at the one per cent level as determined by the

Chlequare method of analysis for three activities.
a. conducting foll

They were:

studies within the last two years of students

transferring to senior colleges, universities, and professional schools
b, conducting follow-up studies of students not entering other schools,
and c. conducting follow-up studies of students not entering other
schools within the last two years.
Community occupational surveys are evidently not an integral
part of the student personnel programs in junior colleges for women as
none of the junior colleges for women in the upper twenty-seven per cent

on the guidance rating scale carried out such survc. This is logical
since many of the junior colleges for women draw only a small fraction
of their student bodies from thel

local communities.

This wide-spread

geographical distribution of their student bodies probably accounts for
the lack of placement facilities in many of the junior college' for

Junior colleges for women carry out a great variety of methods
of testing and of gathering of records, as shown by TABLE XVII-A.
Practically all junior colleges for women maintain cumulative records
for their students, but not quite so many have records of the students'
vocational plans, educational plans, and work experience, as recommended
by guidance specialists.

The cumulative record files are most often

found in the office of the dean of the college rather than in the
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Tests and Records in the Junior Colleges for Women

TABLE XVIIA

TABLE IVII-B
Position on Guidance
RatScale

Sise of School

Fewer than 200

Activity

N..35

200 or more
N.2,

All

Lower 27%

Upper 27%

N-6c1

J1.44

)616

95%

81%

100%

Clutulative record

maintained for
each student

91%

Record of vocational plans,
educational plans
interests

51%

100%

65%

Records used
by teachers
Records used by
1/4 of teachers

100%

GI%

20%

Records used by
1/2 of teachers

12%

Records used by
3/4 of teachers

4%

Records used by
all of teachers

31%

Record of at
least one interest
test for each
student

46%

19%

94%

Interest Igs& Bud
0%

16%

7%

0%

25%

40%

60%

48%

12%

75%

Lee - Thorpe

0%

4%

2%

0%

6%

Other

6%

4%

5%

0%

6%

Strong Vocational
Ender Preference
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for Women (continued)

Tests and Records in Junior C

TABLE XVIIA

TABLE XVILZ

Size of School

Position on Guidance
Retina ;cal,.

Fewer than 2O0 200 or

Activity

N.35

Record of at
least one scholastic aptitude
test for each
student

Lower 27%
N-16

N.25

92%

Upper 27%
N-10

93%

81%

100%

Scholastic aptit

int AEI
American Council

57%

76%

60%

31%

75%

3%

8%

5%

a%

6%

Otis Mental

46%

20%

35%

63%

37%

Other

11%

28%

18%

0%

19%

9%

8%

8%

0%

19%

20%

27%

19%

19%

23%

36%

28%

12%

37%

9%

16%

6%

25%

Ohio State

Pay.

Record of at
least one reading
test for each
student

Ind EMI
Nelson-Denny
Iowa Silent Reading
Cooperative Reading

Other
Record of at least

one persomaity
test for each
student

31%

19%
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Tests and Records in Junior Colleges for Women (continued)
TABLE XVII-A
Size of School

TABLE 11,11.8

Position on Guidance

RatingSaile
Activity

Fewer than 200
N-35

204 or mare
11.45

All

140

Lower 27%

N16

Upper 27%
N-16

ZsitusetUtz test 212d:

Bell Adjustment

14%

Bernreuter
Personality

14%

2,i

8%

18%

12%

6%

12%

o%

a%

o%

36%

20%

0%

56%

Local norms
available for
tests used

20%

17%

6%

25%

Local studies of
validity and
reliability

32%

17%

API

0%

Other

9%

Prospective students
required to take
the College Board
Rynm4mations

Specific tram
furnished,teachers
in use and interpretations of tests

17%

la01152 2 indiTidu4
t112
Office of the dean
of the college
Office of the
president

71%

67%

10%
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Tests and Records in Junior Colleges for Women (continued)
TABLE XVII-A
Size of School

TABLE XVII-B
Position on Guidance

Rat4ng pale

Office
registrar

40%

40%

Guidance Office

3%

28%

Other

3%

8%

Teacher-counselors

29%

60%

All teachers

63%

76%

Counselors

49%

so%

All staff members

11%

Students
Others

25%

56%

6%

44%

5%

6%

0%

42%

12%

40%

Z.122/4.11121 12 MI
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63%

69%

62%

31%

81%

48%

27%

12%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

12%

10%

6%

25%

a tendency for these files to be maintained in the guidance offices in
the larger junior colleges for women, however.

The majority of all

junior colleges for women permitted all teachers and counselors to use
these files.

More than half of the junior colleges for women administered
inventories to their students.

Thin proportion is larger than
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that f

investigators in other types of schools.

The interest

inventory used most often was the Kuder Preferinoe Record.

Scholastic

aptitude tests were used by almost all of the junior colleges for women,
The American Council on Education Psychological Examination for College
Freshmen was mentioned most frequently by all the junior colleges for
women, but this was closely followed by the Otis Test of Mental Ability.
The larger junior colleges for women tended to make more use of the
American Council on Education Psychological fterinotion for College

equal-

Freshmen, while the smaller junior colleges for women were almost
ly divided between the American Council on Education Psychological

Examination for College Freshmen and the Otis Test of Mental Ability.
Reading teats were used by more than half of the junior colleges
for women.

The Cooperative: English Tests, Test C 2 (Reading Compre.

hens/on) was named most often, and this was followed very closely by
the Iowa Silent Reading Test.

The smaller junior colleges for vomen

tended to use the Iowa Test while the larger junior colleges for women

inmcated that they used the Cooperative Test.
Personality tests were used by slightly less
junior colleges for women.

of

There was a tendency for the junior colleges

for women to use many different types of personality inventories, as
more schools used the "other" classification than any specific person.
ality test.

Tests mentioned under the "other" classification were the

Adams Personal Audit, the California Test of Personality the Thematic
Apperception Tests, Rorschach's Test: Test I, Basic Processes, and
inventories designed by the particular junior college for women.

The
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most frequently mentioned of all personality Inventories was the Bell
Adjustment Inventory'.

Only three junior colleges for women reported the use of the

College Board Emmninations and all of these colleges were under 200
students in enrollment.

It it possible that same of these institutions

confused the College Boards with the American Council on Education
College Aptitude Test.

The assumption is nedes, however, that the,

responses were correct since there is no evidence to indicate otherwise.
Although most junior colleges for women used psychological tests, less
than a third of the colleges provided specific training for their
teachers in the use and interpretation of these tests

This finding

supports the conclusion of Goertaen that, while most schools use psychological tests, many do not have trained personnel to use the results
(40, p.57).

Despite the recommendations of guidance specialists, the

number of junior colleges for women that prepared local norms for the
tests used and conducted local studies of validity and reliability was
very low.

An analysis of TABLE Xv11-8 shows several statistically significant differences between the group of junior colleges for women in

the upper twentyseven per cent and the group of junior colleges for
women in the lower tventy6seven per cent on the guidance rating scale.
The schools in the upper tventy-seven per cent were more likely to use
the American Council on Education Psychological Examination for College
Freeheen and to conduct local studies to determine the validity and
reliability of tests used.

These differences were significant at the
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five per cent level as determined by the Chlmsquare method of analysis.
The differences in the frequency of use of several other prattires in favor of the upper twenty -seven per cent of the group on the

guidance rating scale were significant at the one per cent level.

This

included the use of a reading test; the use of a personality test; the
use of a personality test other then the Bell Adjustment Inventory,
the Bernreuter Personality Test, or the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory; the maintenance of a record of vocational plans, edu.
rational plans, interests, and work experience; the use of these records
by teachers; the use of the Kuder Preference Record; the furnishing of
specific training to teachers in the use and interpretation of tests*
the maintenance of the files in the guidance offices; the use of these
files by counselors; and the use of these files by teacher-counselors.
Junior colleges for women with many student personnel practices
tend to maintain cumulative files, administer interest tests, scholastic
aptitude tests, reading tests, and personality tests, conduct local
studies to determine the validity and the reliability of tests used
provide specific training to teachers in the use of the tests, maintain

the cumulative files in the guidance office and permit counselors and
teacher,..counselors to use these files.

Stsania Wawa sae

t information

Junior colleges for women carry on a variety of occupational and
educational informational services.

The most frequently mentioned

activities were visits to industries, business places, and professional
offices, use of visual aids for guidance purposes, and maintenance of a
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teacher discuss an of

classified file of occupational information
the occupational significance of their subjects.

Ninety five

per cent

of the junior colleges for women maintained a file of college catalogs
whereas only forty-eight per cent of the junior colleges for women
maintained a classified file of occupational information

Evidently

junior colleges for women place their major emphasis on educational
information for those students planning further education rather then
on occupational information.

The junior colleges for women however

appear to disseminate more occupational information than the secondary
schools studied by Lamborn (53).

TABLE XVIII-A indicates that the

,junior colleges for

women tend to use more methods of disseminating occupational and edu.
1 information than do the smaller junior colleges for women.

This was

particulaay true for teacher discussion of the occupational

significancae of their subjects, provisions for part-time work experience for college credit, maintenance of a classified file of occupa-

tional information and raintenance of a is

file of college catalogs.

Furthermore the 1 urger junior colleges for women tended to maintain
more than one file of college catalogs.
A listing of the practices of the group of junior colleges for
women in the upper twenty...seven per cent on the guidance rating scale

and the group in the lower twenty seven per cent is presented in
TABLE XVIII

Despite the recommendations of guidance apecialis

only six per cent of the former group and a similar percentage of the
latter group offered credit courses in occupational information.
tingham's study of other types of junior colleges yielded sindlpv

Cot-
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Occupational

tionedl Information

TABLE XVIII
Size of School

Activity

TABLE XVIII -B

Position an Guidance
RatAnE Scalp

Fewer than 200 200 or more
1135
14.25

Lower 27%
13-16

tipper

E-16

Credit course in
occupational
information
offered
Students taken an
tripe to industries
business places,
professional
office°
Occupational sig
nificance of their
subjects discussed
by teachers

100%

2 8%

19%

56%

Discussed by 1/4
of teachers

19%

Discussed by I/2
of teachers

Discussed by 3/4
of teachers

...

Discussed by all
of teachers
Provisions made

for part4ime work
experience for
college credit

26$

Career day
programs are
cc nduoted

23%

25%

25%

Classified file of

occupational information maintained,

26%

75%
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Occupational and Ed

orantion (continued)

TABLE XVIII-A

TABLE XVIII-B

Size of School

Activity

Position an Guidance
Rating Scale
Lower 27%

upper 27%

N.-26

P1-0

25%

12%

25%

20%

31%

19%

5

Visual aids used
for guidance

55%

NOV d gliva

mal Isr aideasm

ammo =IN

oah221 nars
Fewer than five

Five to nine

16%

23%

Ten to fourteen

3%

a%

5%

6%

12%

Fifteen to twenty

6%

22%

8%

0%

19%

More than twenty

3%

4%

3%

0%

6%

100%

100%

File of college,
university, and professional school
catalogs maintained

92%

Mutts at Wel=
22.41

Fever than fifty

31%

4%

20%

44%

0%

fifty to ninety-nine

23%

24%

23%

31.%

31%

25%

19%

One hundred to one

handredotifty

31%

Over one hundred-

fifty

52%

25%
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Occupational and Educational Information (continued)
TABLE XVIII-B
Position on Guidance
Retina Scale

TABLE XVIII..A

Size of School

Fewer then 200 200 or more All
N.25
N.35
w-60

Lower 27% Upper 27%
N-.,14
N-16

Location gf collex

alga Ilk:
Guidance office

9%

20%

13%

0%

25%

President's office

9%

8%

8%

6%

0%

Office of the dean
of the college

46%

60%

52%

62%

50%

Library

20%

28%

19%

25%

Registrar's office

34%

24%

3%

s%

Other

results (19).

37%
5%

o%

12%

While only nineteen per cent of the junior colleges for

women in the lower twenty -seven per cent on the guidance rating scale

reported that their teachers discussed the occupational significances
of their subjects* sixty-two per cent of the junior colleges for women
in the upper twenty-seven per cent on the guidance rating scale did
this.

This difference-Was significant at the five per cent level as

determined by the Chl.square method.
Provisions for pert- time work experience for college

found in half of the junior colleges for women in the upper twenty.
seven per cent but in only nineteen per cent of the junior colleges for
women in the lover twentroseven per cent on the guidance rating scale.
Contrary to the enthusiastic pronouncements of Edwards (31) concareer days, this activity was found in as many junior colleges

for women with few guidance activities as in the junior colleges for
women that were in the upper twenty -seven per cent of the guidance
rating scale.

In fact

fouer.sobooln in the upper twenty6seven per

cent used career days than did the group of junior colleges for women
as a whole.

The use of visual aids in guidance was a practice found most
often in the junior colleges for women with many student personnel
activities,

This difference was not quite significant at the five per

ent level, but it was significant at the ten per cent level.
One very significant difference between junior colleges for
women in the upper and in the lower twenty-seven per cent on the
guidance rating scale was the sise of the file of college catalogs,.

Forty -four per cent of the colleges in the lower group had less than

fifty college catalogs while fifty per cent of the colleges in the

Both of these differ-

Upper group bad more than 150 college catalogs.

ences were significant on the one per cent level as determined by
Chi - square,

The junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel
likely to locate their files of college catalogs in
the guidance offices and the libraries than were the junior colleges for
women with limited student personnel programs.

This would seem to inAl

cate that the group of junior colleges for women in the upper twentyan the guidance rating scale were mime concerned with the
use of the catalogs in guidance than were the junior colleges for women
in the lower group on the guidance rating scale.

C

TABLE Ill -A

Size of School

Activity

ewer than 200 200 or
N.35.
N.25

TABLE XIX-B
Position on Guidance
Rating Soap,

All
N

Lower 27%

N16

Upper 27%

N46

Counselor or
teacher.cotuxselor

provided with a
minimum of two
hours free time
for each student
per year
each student is
counseled at least
once each tern

52%

70%

71%

Students bring
many personal
problems to
counselors

75%

82%

Each student has
a counselor who
follows her for
two years

Counselors keep
records of interviews with students
Case conferences
held as an aid
to counealing

75%

25%

53$

48%

0%

Specific office
space set aside
for counseling
All teachers act
as teachercounselors

25%

55%

37%

Counseling (continued)

TABLE III-A
Sise of School

TABLE X11-43

Position on Guidance
Rating Scale

22%

17%

32%

An examination of TABLE XII.A sht

that s

7 e the majority of

junior college, for women coun el their students at least once each
term, and students bring many personal problems to counselors, only
thirty -seven per cent of the junior colleges for women provided their

Furthermore, fewer

counselors with free time for counseling duties.

than half of the junior colleges for women provided office spate for

counseling and only twenty-two per cent of the junior colleges for
In spite of the

women required special training of their counselors.

fact that special training is not required for counselors in most junior
colleges for women, only seventeen per cent of the junior colleges for
women provided in.service training for counselors.

As a whole, the

larger junior colleges for women evidenced mare recommended counseling
practices and were lees likely to use all teachers as counselors than
were the smaller junior colleges for women.
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TABLE XIX-B illustrates the difference between the counseling
practices of the junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel programs and the junior colleges for women with limited programs.
Of the ten activities listed under this heading on the checklist
there were statistically significant differences between the two groups

on seven of theitems.' Significant at the five per cent level were
the facts that in the upper twenty-seven per cent of junior colleges for
women on the guidance rating scale each student had a counselor who
followed her for two years, records were kept of interviews, office

space was provided for counseling and special training or experience
was required of counselors.

Significant at the one per cent level were

the facts that in the junior colleges for women with extensive student
personnel practices each counselor had two hours free time for each
student per year, case conferences were held as an aid to counseling
and inmeervice training in student personnel procedures was provided for
counselors.

Furthermore, the junior colleges for women with extensive

student personnel programs were much loss likely to use all teachers as
counselors than were the junior colleges for women with few student
personnel activities.

These data bear out the findings of Lamborn that schools which
office space for counseling and in-service training for faculty
are more likely to have good guidance practices than schools that do not
provide such activities (53).

The findings of Loveless that schools with

substantial amounts of released time from teaching for definite counseling duties have better guidance programs than schools that do not do so
is supported by the results presented above (53, p.56).
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Special Services Available

TABLE
Size of School

Service

200 or more

TABLE MB
Position on Guidance
Rating Scale

All

Lower 27

Upper 27%

5

16,25

14.16

N-16

34%

44%

22%

56%

3%

0%

2%

0%

0%

Oft campus

29%

44%

35%

12%

56%

Clinical
Psychologist

1%

48%

38%

12%

56%

28%

23%

6%

31%

9%

20%

13%

6%

25%

89%

100%

93%

75%

100%

On campus

14%

52%

30%

0%

44%

Off campus

75%

48%

63%

75%

56%

83%

92%

87%

75%

87%

75%

88%

80%

69%

75%

6%

4%

5%

6%

12%

86%

80%

83%

87%

On campus

69%

36%

55%

69%

44%

Off campus

17%

44%

28%

19%

44%

3%

0%

2%

6%

0%

On campus

3%

0%

2%

6%

0%

Off campus

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Psychiatrist
On campus

On campus

Off campus
Physician

Registered Nurse
On campus
Off campus

Minister, Priest
or Rabbi

Other
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Junior colleges for women provided

e special services or

refearal. resources ,.han did the group of colleges in Oregon, Washington

Idaho, and Montitna, studied by Goartsen (40), and they compare very

favorably with the secondary schools studied by Lamborn (53).
TABLE XX04 shove that the junior colleges for women are most
concerned with the physical and moral needs of their students as ex
amplified by the high percentage of junior colleges for women providing physicians, nurses, and religious personnel.

Their concern for the

emotional needs of their students, however, is not so evident.

While

ninety-three per cent of the junior colleges for women provided for
physicians

only thirty-eight per oent made provisions for psychiatrist&

Tice smaller junior colleges for women were much more likely to

have religious personnel an the campus than were the larger junior colleges for women.

Since many of the smaller junior colleges for women

are church schools while the larger schools are not, this finding is
not unexpected.

An examination of TABLE Il-B shows statistically significant differences in the provisions for special services between the group of
junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel practices
and the group with limited programs of student personnel.

Significant

at the five per cent level was the fact that the junior colleges for
women in the upper twenty-seven per cent on the guidance rating scale
were more likely to provide for a psychiatrist and a clinical psycho
gist than were the junior colleges for women in the lower twenty-seven
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per cent on the scale.

Q144ionshiR

ulna
gated that in

schools are more likely to have more extensive
grams

than

are smaller schools.

support this generalization but

The results of t

as larger
personnel pro.
lady seem to

as a generalization only,

The larger junior colleges for women tend to provide more stu«
dent personnel services than do the smaller junior colleges for women.

The correlation between school else and scores on the guidance rating
scale was .52.

Although this

relationship

is not exceedingly high,

the influenes of size on student personnel practices is very evident
when we examine the average size of the group of junior colleges for
women in the upper twentyfseven per cent on the guidance rating scale
and the group of junior colleges for women in the lower twentypseven
The average enrollment of the

per cent on the guidance rating scale,

former group was 360, the average enrollment of all junior colleges for
women was 211, but the average enrollment for the lowest group was sixty*
9874416

This difference in enrollment between the upper and lower group

on the guidance rating scale was significant at the one per cent level
of confidence,

It should be pointed out that three of the junior colleges for

women in the upper twenty even per cent on the guidance rating scale
enrolled fewer than 200 students.

None of the junior colleges for women

in the lower twenty -seven per cent on the guidance rating scale,

however, enrolled more than 200 students
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Sine alone is apparen

udent persons.

nel practices but, as a group' the larger j

for women

were more likely to utilise maw student personnel activities then mere
the smaller junior colleges for women.

linalattlan Q
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A random sample of the catalogs of fourteen junior colleges for
women was collected.

These catalogs were examined for evidences of

student personnel practices in the colleges as well as for study of any
stated goals for the student personnel programs.
Eight of the college catalogs contained definite statements of
such purposes or descriptions of certain phases of the student personnel
programs.

Two additional junior colleges for women provided individual

bulletins describing their orientation programs, but information on
their complete personnel programs was not available.
The moat complete statement of purpose and description of the
student personnel program was to be found in the catalog of Stephens
College in Columbia! Missouri.

This college devoted more than fifteen

pages of the catalog to this purpose, and fifteen additional pages
devoted to a detailed analysis of the admission requirements of
senior colleges and universities for the purpose of educational guidance
of Stephens' students (14).
Colby Junior College in Nev London

p d

paragraph to their guidance program and a paragraph to the placement
service.

Specific goals and activities mentioned were assistance in

(12, p.30):
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1. formulating academic aims suited to the interests and capabilities of the student
2. choosing courses
3. providing current inforsaation conc

senior colleges and

professional schools.

The catalog of Mount Mercy Junior College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa
describes the orientation program of the college.

This description

mentions induction of new students, adjustment to college, placement
tests, counseling, social activities, college regulations and require-

ments, methods of study choice of vocation, development of character
and personality, grooming and correct social form (13, p.108) .
The Reeding Clinic of Virginia Interment College of Bristol

Virginia

is described in the catalog as well as an explanation of the

testing program of the school (16, pp.26 -27).

The individual advisory system of Casenovia Junior C
Cazenovial New York is described in their catalog.

ge,

Mention is made of

orientation, testing, interviews, and placement (11, pp17-18).

Bradford Junior College in Bradford Massachusetts, devoted three
pages of their catalog to a description of the orientation and guidance
programs.

Specific mention is made of educational guidance vocational

guidance freshman week, group discussions, and talks by outside speakers (10, pp.26-28).

The catalog of Lasell Junior College in Aburndale, Massachusetts
describes the student counseling program, orientation course, and reading and study laboratories of that school (2, pp.60-61).
Sullins College in Bristol, Virginia, presents a statement of
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purpose of their guidance program and also provides a description of
its operation.

The purpose of the guidance program at this college is

listed as follows (15, p 21):

To assist each student in her personal adjustment, in establishing
goals and pORmiiing her program in accordance with her individual
interests, talents, and capacities, and in thereby making the most
of her college opportunities, Sullins provides a comprehensive
system of student guidance.

A preliminary survey of selected student personnel practices in
colleges revealed that there were certain points of similarity and of
differences between the practices of junior colleges for vomen and other
types of colleges.

These findings are not unexpec

colleges for

women are different in certain respects from other types of colleges,
they also possess points of similarity.

As most junior colleges for

women are relatively small, they find it necessary to have all teachers
assist in the student personnel program.

This practice is in keeping

with the general philosophy of nany small schools.

Aslaitaltaingss
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In junior colleges for women the deans of the colleges were frequently in charge of the administration of student personnel prograns
more than in other types of junior colleges.

The junior colleges for

women with extensive student personnel practices as shown by their high
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ratings on the guidance rating scale used student personnel s
ists to administer their student personnel programs.

There are sever-

al possible explanations for this.

1. Junior colleges for women that can afford to employ student
personnel specialists can also afford to implement many
student personnel practices.

2. Junior colleges for women that employ student personnel
specialists are likely to be more concerned with the needs
of their students and consequently employ many more student
personnel practices to meet these needs than the financially
poorer colleges can.

3. Student personnel specialists are

to institute exten-

sive student personnel practices in the colleges with which
they are connected.

4. The presence of student

rsonnel specialists and student

personnel practices say both be evidences of a general high
level of services provided by the junior colleges for women.
The proportion of time devoted to the student personnel program
by the person in charge of this program followed a similar pattern.
Those junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel practices tended to provide more time for the rAmirtiRtration of the student

personnel programs than did the junior colleges for women with limited
student personnel programs.

alsatathim mats=
While most junior colleges for women conducted their orientation

programs during the first few days of the fall term, the junior colleges for women with many student personnel practices were more likely

to conduct their programs prior to the official opening of school to
conduct scheduled courses in orientation, or to extend their pro
throughout the first tern.

The reasons behind these differences in practices

re

fact that junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel
practices attempt to help the students adjust to college before classes

Furthermore those colleges may utilize scheduled courses or

begin.

extend their programs throughout the first term in order to cover
material which could not be adequately covered in a fey days,

This

would apply to instruction in study habits, remedial reading, and personal grocedng.

The junior colleges for women with few student personnel

practices carried on fewer orientation practices and, hence, may not
see the need for such extended programs of orientation or they may not
be able to afford them.

Contents

orientation

Junior colleges for women carry out more orientation activities
than do other types of junior colleges.

Junior colleges for women with

extensive student personnel practices utilize new more orientation
activities than do junior colleges for women with few student personnel
practices.

The reasons for this fact may be found in the basic prin-

ciple that junior colleges for women with extensive programs of student
personnel attempt to provide their new students with all the tools and
information they will need for success in college.
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Junior colleges for women gather more information on their

students than do other types of junior colleges. Those junior colleges
for women with extensive student personnel programs gathered more information on ratings on personal qualities, measures on psychological
and achievement tests, more complete records of physical limitations,
of extracurricular activities, and of work experience than did the
junior colleges for women with limited programs of student personnel.
The emphasis on factors other than high school academic record
in graduating class on the part of the junior colleges for

woman with extensive student personnel programs probably reflects the
interest of these schools in the over-all development and adjustment
of their students,

While the mere gathering of information is no

guarantee of effective student personnel work, those colleges with
more information are in better positions to perform effective student
personnel work than are those colleges with limited information.

kAglatsznatilanaltialsed
Junior colleges for women do not utilise the information
gathered on students to the extent that might be expected.

The re.

sponges to this section of the checklist indicate, however, that the
junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel practices
make more use of data on students than do the junior colleges for
women with limited student personnel programs.
This supports the assumption that colleges with more information
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on students are in better positions to perform effective student
personnel work than are those colleges with little information on t
students.

The conclusion would seem to be that the junior colleges for

women that gather a great deal of information an their students make
greater use of these data than do the junior colleges for women that do
not gather much information on their students.

0q,Ueg
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The majority of junior colleges for women made provisions for
their personnel to visit high schools to give talks to high school
seniors and to give information concerning the colleges through inter.
views,

The personnel from junior colleges for in with extensive

student personnel programs were most likely to counsel with high school

plans.

pupils an educational and vocation al

This tendency is another indication that the junior colleges for
women with extensive student personnel programs are more interested in
students as individuals as shown by their counseling of prospective
students than are the junior colleges for women wtthliinited programs of
student personnel.

903,4Pg 22Ennua
with extensive student personnel

The junior colleges for

practices utilized district representatives or counselors for high scheet
visitations to a greater extent than did the junior colleges for women
with few student personnel practices.

It would appear that the former

group of junior colleges for women can afford to deploy persons who
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devote their time e©cclusiv2y
exclusively to intervi

high sc

This

.

stu-

might indicate that the junior colleges for women with

dent personnel programs are financially stronger than those junior co
loges for women with limited programs of student personnel.
Furthermore, it would seem to indicate an awareness on the part
of the former group of junior colleges for women that the recruitment
and counseling of prospective students is a specialized job which
should not be added to the regular duties of teachers or administrators.

laic gut la Mg la xeb221 mila
junior colleges for women conducted visiting days for high
school pupils than did other types of junior colleges.

The majority

of junior colleges for women, however, did not have an organized
In view of the wide geographical

visiting day for high school pupils.

distribution of the student bodies of most junior colleges for women,
this should not be considered a deficiency in the student personnel
programs of junior colleges for women.

gal =atm
colleges for women did not carry on as extensive placement progress as other types of junior colleges, but their follow -up

practices were superior to those of other types of junior colleges.
The wide geographical distribution of the students at most
junior colleges for women makes the neIntszumme of placement services
impracticable.

The primary emphasis in the junior colleges for women
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was on the placement and followup of students -who en

cations' institutions. As most junior colleges for women do not profess to be terminal institutions* this finding does not indicate any

decided was in their student personnel programs.
The junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel
Practices carried on more placement and follow6op activities than did
the junior colleges for women with limited student personnel programs.
Not only were the former colleges more concerned with the success of
their students while in the junior colleges for women as shown by their
orientation procedures and the use of data on students, but they were
apparently more interested in the effectiveness of the institutions'
program in meeting the needs of their graduates than were the Junior
colleges for women with few student personnel activities.

Perhaps this

latter group hesitated to conduct f011owhinp programs with good reason

Ltatst 1811 1.222de
The great majority of junior colleges for
cumulative records for their students and administ

maintained sane
sons psychologi

cal tests.

with extensive student personnel
programs made greater use of peyohological tests than did the junior
colleges for women with limited student personnel programs.

Furthermore,

the former group of colleges was much more 14114 to conduct local
studies to determine the value of the tiksts used than was the latter
group of colleges.
These facts rest

the desire of the j

1C14

with many student pers
their students.

1 practices to o

The junior colleges for women with few

sonnel practices apparently rely. on subjective judgments made by teach.

It is ques-

ere and pamlyostrators for their information an students.

tionable how much valuable student personnel work is carried on in
junior colleges for women that do not have the type of information
revealed by psychological, tests.

Wad 1gal sad educational latmatim
Junior colleges for women place their Ha jar

is on ed

tioaaal information for their students rather than on occupational
information.

The junior colleges for

programs made use of

student personnel

of

mare

eminating occupational and

educational information than

colleges for women with

limited programs of student pars

former group of colleges

concerned with providing their students with occupational and educational information so that these students could make intelligent edu.
cational and vocational plans.

colleges

with

It is doubtful if many of the junior

fey student personnel practices coulA do much in the way

of vocational or educational guidance without so much as a file of
occupational information or en adequate file of college catalogs.

loading
While most junior
at least once each term, the aaajorit

Bled their students
ages did not provide
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their counselors with free time for counseling, nor did they provide
office space for counseling.

Fewer than one-fourth of all junior col-

leges for women required special training or experience in counseling
techniques of their counselors and only seventeen per cent of the colleges provided in-service training in student personnel practices for
their counselors.
The Junior colleges for women with =tonsil/la student personnel

practices were not only significantly superior to the group of junior
colleges for women with limited student personnel practices in their
provisions for counseling and counseling facilities, but their ()spun-

Selors were notably better trained and more experienced than those in
the latter group of colleges.

Evidently, those junior colleges for women that provided extensive student personnel programs more often utilized skilled personnel
in counseling and maintained a more professional atmosphere for coun*
selling than did the Junior colleges for women with few student personnel practices.

The latter group of colleges relied on an unsystematic

counseling arrangement staffed by classroom teachers with little or no
training in student personnel work and devoid of the appurtenances
usually associated with professional counseling.

22221111 IMAM 2,-,111)42
Junior colleges for women more often provided for the physical
and religious needs of their students than they provided for their
emotional needs.

Provisions for clinical psychologists and psychiatrists are

e personnel are
.

h

The junior

of student personnel however,

for professional

services in this area, and they have taken d
need.

ive programs

to meet this

The junior colleges for women with Meted programs of student

personnel have either failed to recognize the need or find it impossible to make the necessary arrangements.

111111420a...42 4f alma Am 12 studeirk mama means
There is a positive relationship in junior colleges for women
between the size of the college and the extent of student personnel

they
specialists and institute student
organized student personnel programs

more necessary as the size

of the colleges increase and the intimate contact of instructor and
student becomes more difficult to maintain.
There is another possible causative factrxr which may be Plasm`

Ulm, that is, that the junior colleges for women that enroll many
students do so because they meet the needs of their students through
their student personnel prtgrams and consequently their reputations
attract more students.

On the other hand, the smaller junior colleges

may be failing to meet the needs of their students because of the
absence of extensive student personnel programs and, therefore, they do
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not attract as

n
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CHAPTER, Iv

ATIONS

A summary of this survey of the student personnel practices in
junior colleges for women follows:

1. The persons most often in charge of the student personnel programs
in junior colleges for women are the deans of the college.
2. Junior colleges for women with 200 or more students and junior colleges for screen with extensive student personnel programs as shown by

their high scores on the guidance rating scale tend to have student
personnel specialist:: sAminteter their student personnel programs.

3. The majority of the junior colleges for women conduct their orlontattoo programs during the first few days of the new term.

The larger

junior colleges for women and the junior colleges for women with many
student personnel practices make frequent use of scheduled orientation
courses and extend their orientation programs throughout the first
term.

4. Junior colleges for women carry out more orientation activities
than do other t

of junior colleges.

5. Junior colleges for women gather more information on their students
than do other types of junior colleg
6. Junior colleges for women do not make as extensive use of data on
their students as do other types of junior colleges.

7. In the majority of junior colleges for mss, college personnel
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visit high schools to give talks to high school senior

information concerning the college through interviews.
8, Junior colleges for women with extensive student personnel programs
make frequent use of district representatives or counselors for high
school visitations.
9. The majority of junior colleges for worn

visiting days for high school pupils.
10. Junior colleges for women carry out more follow-up activities than
do other types of junior colleges, but they carry on fever placement

activities. The major emphasis is upon the placement and follow.up of
graduates entering other educational institutions.
11. Most junior colleges for women administer psychological tests and
maintain cumulative records.
12. Junior colleges for women place more emphasis on educational infornation than on occupational information.
13. While most junior colleges for women provide counseling for their
students, the training of their counselors and their facilities for
counseling leave much to be desired.

There is a definite lack of in..

service training in guidance for academic personnel in junior colleges
for women.

34. Junior colleges for wme© provide adequately for the medical and
religious needs of their students

but they are lacking in psychologi-

cal and psychiatrical facilities.

15. There is a definite relationship between the sixe of the junior
colleges for women and their provisions for student personnel services.

f
recommendations are made for student personnel

ices in the

junior college for lament

1. The junior college for women should employe student personnel
specialist who devotes at least fifty per cent of his time to the
administration of the student personnel program.
2. The junior college for women should conduct an orientation program
prior to the official opening of classes.

This program should include

introduction to student government, introduction to school organise

time, library instruction, introduction to the guidance services
improvement of reading, explanation of regulatices, instruction in how
to study, and instruction in personal grooming.

Certain topics, such

as instruction in study habits and instruction in the improvement of
reading, may be best covered by scheduled courses.
3. The junior college for women should collect the following information on new students: transcript of high school record, rank in graduating class, ratings on personal qualities, measures on psychological
and achievement tests, record of physical lImitations, record of extracurricular activities, and record of work experience,

This information

should be used by the college to select students for admission to the
college, and for counseling work with students

4. The junior college for mum should arrange for college personnel
to visit high schools to give talks to high school pupils concerning
the college and to conduct interviews with prospective students

When

m
counselors with s
and experience in this field should be employed for this purpose.
5. The junior college for women should maintain continuous programs

of placement and followup for both graduates who enter other educational institutions and for former students who do not continue their
formal schooling.

6. The junior college for

should utilize

reliable psychological tests and should maintain cumulative records
for its students.

It is specifically recommended that an interest in-

ventory, a scholastic aptitude test, a reading test, and a personality
inventory be administered to every student.

Furthermore, local norms

should be available for the tests used, local studies should be conducted to determine the validity and the reliability of the tests which

are used and teachers should be given training in the use and inter.
pretation of the tests
7. The junior college for women should maintain an organised
of disseminating occupational and educational information.

This program

should include work experience for college credit where possible a
classified file of occupational information, an adequate file of current college catalogs, and teacher discussion of the occupational and
educational significance of their subjects.
8. The junior college for women should make the necessary provisions
for the counseling of all its students by specifically trained and
experienced counselors.

Furthermore necessary office space should be

available for counseling and the counselors should have adequate released time for these duties.
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9. The junior college for women should provide for the services of a

physician, a registered nurser a priest, minister, and rabbi and a
ciiical psychologist or psychiatrist, either on the college campus or
through an off campus

referral.

10. The junior college for women should enroll at least one hundred
students whenever possible in order to maintain an adequate student
personnel program.
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NAME OF SCHOOL
TYPE:

Junior College Senior College
Women only

CONTROL:

Private

NUMBER OF STUDENTS:

University

CoEd

Men only
Church

Men

Public

Women

Guidance or Counseling Service? Tee

o

Who is in charge of this service?

Is this a full time job? Yeses Nom_
Number of fUll time counselors.
Number of part time counselors.

Do all teachers act as counselors? /es

No

Is an in-service training program conducted for

her-comselors?

If so, please outline content, length and method

presentation.

Is there any differentiation as to vocati
No
counseling? Yes

tional and personal

Are students required to meet with cot:nselo
No

Yes

Are special aptitude tests available? Y

No

What special psychological services are a
Other
gist
Psychiatrist.
Is an orientation program conduc
Length and scope of program.

r new student? Yes

Row area these

+

used?

time

Explanation.

Student Personnel Checklist
PERSON MAKING THIS REPORT
POSITION

SC1100I, EN RULLM ENT

Title of person in charge of student personnel program (please check item that applies)
Dean of Students
Dean of Girls or Women
Director of Guidance

President
Dean
Other (please specify)

Percentage of this person's time devoted to student personnel program (please check item that applies)
Less than 25%
25% to 49%

50% to 74%
75% or more

Orientation for first year students (please check items that apply)
Scheduled credit course
Scheduled non-credit course
Other (please specify)

No organized program

First few days of new term
1:1 Prior to official opening of school

During first term

Contents of orientation program, excluding scheduled courses (please check items that apply)
Fsidanation of regulation.
How to study
Personal grooming
Other (please specify)

Introduction to student government
Introduction to school organizations
Library instruction
Introduction to guidance services
Improvement of reading

Information requested of high schools (please check items that apply)
Transcript of record
Rank in graduating class
Ratings on personal qualities
Measures on psychological tests
Physical limitations

How in this information used

Nfeasures on achievement tests

Record of cstracurricular activities
E Record of work experience
Other (please specify)
1

I
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Purpose of visits to high schools by junior college personnel (please check items that apply)
To give talks to high school seniors
To give information concerning your institution through interviews
To administer achievement or aptitude tests
L' To carry on educational of vocational counseling
Other (Please .specify)

Person visiting high schools (please check items that apply)
Had of junior college

Classroom teachers

Director of admissions
District representative or counselor

Ahuignae

Other (please specify)

Visiting day at your institutioon for high school students (please check items that apply)
For all interested high school students
Other (please specify)

We do not conduct an organized visiting day
For high school seniors only

Placement and follow-up of college students (please check items that apply)
Organized placement service for graduates
Organized placement service for part-time work of students
Organized program to help in selection of senior college, universities or professional schools.
Follow-up studies of students transferring to senior colleges and universities
Date of most recent of these studies, if any
Follow-up studies of -indents not entering other schools
Date of most recent of these studies, if am..
Community occupational survey
Nate of most recent of these surveys, if any
Other (Please specify)
.

.

What provision is made, if any, for the proper placement of students in college classes

Tests and records in the junior college (please check items that apply)
Cumulative record maintained for each student
Record of vocational plans, educatimal plans, interests, home background, work experience, etc. maintained for each student

All: of teachers in the zollege
1:
Records used by
Strong:
Record of at least one interest test for each student (please check test most frequently used)
Otl.er (please specify)
Record of at least one scholastic aptitude test for each student (please check test most frequently (tsed)
Other (please specify)
Otis:

Ruder: l.ee-Thorpe:
ACE

Ohio State:

TESTS AND RECORDS (continued)

Record of It least one reading test for each student (please check test most frequently used)
Nelson- Denny:
Iowa Silent Reading :
Cooperative:
Other (please specify)
Record of at least one personality test for each student (please check test most frequently used)
Bell:
Bernreuter:
MMPI :
Other (please specify)
Prospective students are required to take the College Board Examinations
Local norms arc available for the tests which are used
Local studies have been conducted to determine the validity and reliability of the tests which are used
Specific training is furnished teachers in the use and interpretation of tests
If an individual tile is maintained for each student, where is it housed (please check items that apply)
Office of the Dean
Guidance office
Other (please specify)
Office of the I'resident
Office of the Registrar
Who may use these individual files (please check items that apply)
Counselors

All staff members

Teacher-counselors

Students

All teachers

Other (please specify)

Occupational information (please check items that apply)
Credit course in occupational information "tiered
Students are taken on trips to industries, business places, professional offices, etc.
All of the teacher,:
Occupational significance of their subjects discussed by
I:
Provisions are made for part-time work experience for college credit
Career day programs are conducted
Classified file of occupational information is maintainvil
Visual aids are used for guidance purposes

I f films are used for guidance purposes, how many were shown during the past school year (please check item that appli,$)

Fewer than five films
Five to nine films
Ten to fourteen films

Fifteen to twenty films
More than twenty films (please specify number)

File of college, university,,and professional school catalogs maintained
I f a file of college, university, and professional school catalogs is maintainol. approximately bow many catalogs do VOO have in your file
which are not more than three years old (pease check item that applies)
LI Onc hundred to one hundred fifty
Fewer than fifty
fl Over one hundred fifty
Fifty to ninety-nine
Where is this file, if any, maintained ?(please check items that apply)
Guidance office
President's office
Dean's office

Library
0: Registrar's othce
Other (ti/ease specify)
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Comma ling (riot itaerriewing or checking of programs) (please check items that apply)
Counselor or teacher-counselor provided with a minimum of two hours free time for each student per year
Each student is counseled at least once each term
Students bring many personal problems to counselors and teacher-counselors
Each student has a counselor or teacher-counselor who follows her for two years
Counselors or teacher-counselors keep records of student interviews
Case conferences are held as an aid to counseling
Specific office space is set aside for counseling
All teachers act as teacher-counselors
Special academic training or experience is required of counselors or teacher-counselors

If special academic training or experience is required of counselors or teacher-counselors, please indicate the type and extent of the required
training or experience

In-service training program in student personnel procedures conducted for academic personnel

If an in-service program in student personnel procedures is conducted, please indicate its scope and the function of the chief personnel
officer in this training program.

Number of full-time counselors

Number of teacher-counselors

Special services available (please check items that apply)
Psychiatrist
Clinical Psychologist
Physician
Registered nurse
Minister, Priest or Rabbi
Other (please specify)

0 On campus
On campus
On campus
On campus
On campus
On campus

Off campus
Off campus
Off campus
Off campus
Off campus
Off campus

Pleas. include any suggestions, comments, criticisms, materials, etc, which you believe would be of interest or of value.
Thank you.

_

.
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November 1, 1952

Dr. George 0. Bierkoe, President
Endicott Junior College
Beverly, Massachusetts
Dear Dr. Bierkoe:
As one of those concerned with the continued growth of women's
junior colleges, I am deeply bothered by the leak of information
regarding the student personnel practices in these schools.
More student personnel work is being carried on in junior colleges
for women than most people realize. I feel that this fact should
be brought to the attention of those concerned. It is My plan
to survey and evaluate the student personnel practices in all
the junior colleges for women in the United States. Will you
or the proper member of your staff complete one of the short
information sheets which are enclosed and return it to me? I
am enclosing a second copy of the form for your files and when
the information is complete, I will send you the results.. I am
sure that this information will be helpful to you, and I hope
that you will feel free to make any use of it you care to.
All replies will be held in complete confidence, and no attempt
will be made to evaluate any one school.
Any questions, suggestions or criticisms you may offer would
be most valuable to the study and would be appreciated.
Sincerely yours

Edward J. Duman, Jr.
Instructor

December 1, 1952

Dr. George 0. Bierkoe President
Endicott Junior College
Beverly, Massachusetts
Dear Dr. Bierkoe:
I think that you will be interested in a progress report on
the study of student personnel practices about which I recently
wrote.
The response has been most encouraging. Already more than fifty
per cent of the junior colleges for women in the United States
have replied. When it is considered that it has been barely
three weeks since the checklist reached the schools the results
are gratifying.
It is clear then, that many of
study of the student personnel
women, is worthwhile. Word on
real importance to the success
will be incomplete without it.

your colleagues feel that this
practices in junior colleges for
the program at your school is of
of the project. The final report
May we hear from you?
Sincerely yours,

Edward J. Burnell, Jr.
Instructor
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January 1, 1953

Dr. George B. Bierkoe, President
Endicott Junior College
Beverly, Massachusetts
Dear Dr, Bierkoe:
More than sixty-five per cent of the junior colleges for women
have now reported on their programs in the cooperative study
of student personnel practices about which I wrote you.
Dr. J.C. Simpson, President of Stratford College, Mr. W.T.
Martin, President of Sul3ins College, Dr. N.B. Nash, Dean of
Colorado Woman's College, Sister M. Catherine, Dean of Women
at Sacred Heart Junior College, Dr. W.C. Pressly, President of
Peace College, Mrs. H.P. Cook, Dean of Cassenovia Junior College,
and many other prominent leaders in junior colleges for women,
have indicated that they believe this study to be a valuable
contribution to the continued improvement of the student personnel
services in these schools.
In case you do not have the original checklist handy, a copy
is enclosed for your convenience. Won't you complete this
short form and return it to me as soon as possible? Your
cooperation is most essential in making this study of maximum
value to all those interested in junior colleges for women.
Sincerely yours,

Edward J. Darnall
Instructor
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December 23, 1952

Registrar
I College
I City, Z State
Dear Sir:
It would be appreciated if you would send us a copy of your current
catalog as well as any other material that you may have available
pertaining to your institution. We would be particularly interested
in receiving any publications that you might have concerning your
guidance and student personnel program.

s,
Edward J. Darnall, Jr.

Sent to:
Greenbrier College, Lewisburg, West Virginia
Mount St. Clare College, Clinton, Iowa
Mount Mercy Junior College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Bradford Junior College, Bradford, Massachusetts
Lasell Junior College, Auburndale 66, Massachusetts
Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri
Colby Junior College, New London, New Hampshire
Centenary Junior College, Hackettstown, New Jersey
Briarcliff Junior College, Briarcliff Manor, New York
Casenovia Junior College, Cazenovia, New York
Peace College, Raleigh, North Carolina
St. Mary's School and Junior College, Raleigh, North Carolina
Fisher School, Boston Massachusetts
Virginia Interment College, Bristol, Virginia
Stratford College, Danville, Virginia

1.30

colleitet La EMS
Institution

Ic Ci

Enrollment

Location

All Saints' Episcopal
Vicksburg, Miss.
Jr, Coll,

15

tai k

Control Accreditation

Episcopal State

357

Baptist

Bay Path Jr, Coll. Longmeadow, Mass.

150

Priv.41on-profit State

Bradford Jr, Coll, Bradford Mass.

298

Priv,-Non .profit State

Anderson College

Anderson, S.C.

State

Briarcliff Jr. Coll. Briarcliff Manor,NY 220

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional

Cazenovia Jr, Coll, Cazenovia

150

Priv..Non-profit State

Centenary Jr, Coll. Hackettstown, NJ

427

Methodist Regional

Christian College Columbia, Mo,

331

Disc. Christ Regional

Colby Junior Coll. New London NH

455

Priv.-ftn-profit
Regional

410

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional
(Baptist influence)

252

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional
(P.E.O. Sisterhood)

317

Priv.-Non-profit State

302

Priv.Non.profit None

oll, D

Cottey Jr. Coil.

Colo,

Nevada, Mo.

Endicott Jr. Coll. Beverly, Mass.

Fisher School

Boston* Mass.

Garland School

Boston, Mass

90

Priv.-Non..profit State

Georgetown Visitation Jr. Coil. Wash.

125

Catholic

Greenbrier Coil.

Lewisburg, W. Va.

125

Priv. -.Non- profit State

Poultney, Vt.

300

Methodist Regional

Gulfport, Miss.

238

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional

Green Mt. Jr. Coll.
Gulf Park Coll.

Valley,
Pa.

Regional

State

131

Enrollment
Hartford Coil.

W. Hartford, Cann. ---63

Holton -Arxs Jr. Coll. Wash. DC

65

22=21 Accreditation
Priv.-Non pTrofit State
Priv. -Non- profit

G. Wash, U.

Immaculata Jr. Coll

112

Catholic

Regional

Immaculate Conception Jr. Coil. Lodi, NJ 34

Catholic

State

Lasell Jr Coll,

Auburndale, Mass.

560

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional

Linden Hall

Lititz, Pa.

130

Moravian

None

Mallinekrodt Coll. Wilmette, Ill.

51

Catholic

State

Manor Coll.

Fox Chase, Pa.

16

Catholic

Cath, U.

Marion Coll.

Marion, Va,

87

Lutheran

State

h. DC

Marjorie Webster Jr. Coll, Wash, DC

250

Proprietary District

Midway Jr. Coil.

Midway, Ky.

225

Disc, Christ Regional

Monticello Coll.

Godfrey Ill.

175

Priv...Kamp-profit

Regional
Mt. Aloysius Jr. Coll. Creddon, Pa.

Regional

151

Catholic

Newton, Mass.

275

Priv,-Non-profit None

Mt. Mercy Jr. Coll. Cedar Rapids

190

Catholic

Regional

Mt. St. Clare Coll.

142

Catholic

Regional

144

Pr3 v. -Nora- profit

Mt. Ida* Inc.

Clinton, Ia.

Mt. Vernon Jr. Coll.

Wash. DC

District
Nazareth Coll.

Nazareth, 4y.

Notre Dame Jr. Coll. St. Louis Mo

191

45

Regional.

Catholic

State U.
(Regional through.

St. Louis U.)

Our Lady of Victory Coll. Ft. Worth, Tex.70
Packer Collegiate Inst. Brooklyn, NY

60

Catholic

State

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional

132

Institution

location

Peace Coll.

Raleigh, NC

Accreditation

Enro lment C
200

erian Regional

Penn Hail Jr, Coll. Chambersburg,

100

tarp State Univ.

Pine Manor Jr. Coll. Wellesley, Mass.

175

Sacred Heart Coll.

110

Wic
NC

Sacred Heart Jr. Coll. Salmon

Catholic
Catholic

Sacred Heart Jr. Coll. Cullman Ala.

90

Catholic

St. Mary's Jr, Coil. (Mallon, Mo.

29

Catholic
State
(Regional through
St. Louis U.)

School

piscopal Regional

Coil.

Southern Seminary & Jr. Coll.
Buena Vista, Va. 240

Stephens College

Coll.

ullins Coll.

Tacoma Cat

olumbia Mo.

1800

Proprietary State
Priv.-Non-profit
Regional
(Baptist influence)

Danville, Va.

200

Prig..Non-profit State

Bristol, Va.

290

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional

r. Coll. Tacoma,

34

Catholic

State
(recognition)

Bran line College

Paola,

Vermont Jr. Coil.

Montpeli

Vt.

Villa Walsh Jr. Coll. Morristown NJ
Virginia Intermont Coll. Bristol, Va.
Webber Coil.

State

. 100

Babson Park, Fla.

Westbrook Jr. Coil. Portland, Me.

Regional

135
14

468
40
250

Catholic

State

Baptist

Regional

Priv.- Non - profit State

Priv...Non-profit

Regional
William Woods Coll. Fulton

315

Disc. Christ Regional

133
Institution

Location

t

E

Control A9creditatiop

Excluded from study because of incompleteness of ret
Ancifla Domini Coll. Donaldson, Ind,

54

Catholic

State

Loretto Jr. Coil.

74

Catholic

State

Loretto, Ky.

334
Ri

on

Location

l=211mgai

Control Accredit4ion
Methodist Regional

Cuthbert, Ga.

64

Averett College

Danville, Va.

272

Baptist

Bennett Jr. Coll.

Milibrook, NY

190

Priv.-Non-profit
Regional

College

Fairfax Hall Jr. Coll. Waynesboro, Va.

51

Highland Manor Jr. Coll, W. Long Branch
NJ
15

Regional

Proprietary State

Proprietary None

House in the Pines Jr. Coll. N

Lux College

an Franc:

19

Priv.-Non-profit State

95

Priv...Non-profit State 11

recognition)

Regional

Ottumwa Heights Jr. Coll. flttu mwa, Ia. 115

St. Genevieve of the Pines Jr Coll
Asheville, NC

Catholic

State

GUIDANCE
GUIDANCi RAT

The following responses were recorded as plus responses.

Total

possible score was seventyfive.
1.

Guidance specialist in Charge of student personnel program.

2,

Person in charge of student personnel program devotes at least
fifty per cent of his time to these duties.

An organised orientation program is provided for new students.
4..

The orientation program includes introduction to student governmen

5.

The orientation program includes introduction to school organize,.

time.
6,

The orientation program includes library instruction.

7,

The orientation program includes introduction to guidance services.

8.

The orientation program includes improvement of reading.

9.

The orientation program includes explanation of regulations.

10.

The orientation program includes instruction in bow to study.

11

The orientation program includes instruction in personal grooming.

12.

The orientation program includes other activities not listed.

13.

The junior college requests a transcript of record from the high
schools for prospective students.

The junior college requests of high schools information concerning
the prospective student's rank in graduating class.
The junior college requests of the high schools ratings on personal
qualities of prospective students.
16.

The junior college requests of the high schools measures
psychological testa of prospective students.

17.

The junior college

the high schools information on

the physical limitations of prospective students.
The junior college requests of the high schools measures on
achievements tests for prospective students.
19.

The junior college requests of the high schools informs
the extracurricular activities of prospective students.

20.

The junior college requests of the high schools records of the
work experiences of prospective students.

21.

The junior college requeets other information of

e high sls

concerning prospective students.

Junior college personnel visit high schools to give talks to
school seniors.
23.

Junior college personnel visit high schools to give information
concerning the college through interviews.
Junior college personnel visit high schools to administer achieve.
mutt or aptitude tests to prospective students.

25.

Junior college personnel visit high schools to carry on educational
and vocational counseling.

26.

Junior college personnel visit high schools for other purposes not
listed

27.

Some repromatative of the junior college visits high schools.

28.

Some sort of organized visiting day or week-end is conducted for
prospective students.

29.

An organized placement service is provided for graduat

30. An organized placement service is provided for part-time work of
students.
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ed program is provided to help students select senior
colleges, universities, or professional schools.
32.

Followup studies are conducted of students transferring to
senior colleges and universities.
Followwiup studies of student transferring to senior colleges and

universities have been conducted within the past two years
34.

Follow- -up studies of students not entering other schools are

conducted.
Follow4up studies of students not enter,

o

schools have been

conducted within the past two years.
36.

Community occupational surveys are conducted.

37.

Community occupational surveys have been conducted within the past
two years.

38.

Other placement and followup activities are utilized other then
those listed

39.

Cumulative records afre saintaicted for each student

40.

A record of vocational plans, educational plans, interests-

background and work experience is maintained for each student.
41.

These records are used by college instructors.

42.

A record of at least one interest test is available for each student.

43.

A record of at least one scholastic aptitude test is available for
each student.

44.

A record of at least one reading test is available for each student.

45. A record of at least one personality test is available for each
student.
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students are required to take the College Board

Fhornina
47..

Local norms are available for the tests rah are used.

48.

Local studies have been conducted to determine the validity and
reliability of the tests which are used.

49.

Specific training is furnished teachers in the use
pretation of tests.

50.

An individual file is maintained far each s
guidance office or personnel office.

51.

A credit course in occupational information is offered.

52.

Students are taken on tripe to industries, business places, and
professional offices.

53.

The occupational significance of their subjects is discussed by
teachers.

54.

Provisions are made for Mime work experience for college
credit.

55.

Career day programs are conducted.

56.

A classified file of occupational information is maintained

57.

Visual aids are used for guidance purposes.

58.

A file of college, university, and professional

catalogs

is maintained,.
59.

A file, of college catalogs is maintained in either the guidance
office or the library.

60.

Counselorsor teacher- counselors are provided with a minimum of
two hours free time for each student per year.
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61.

Each etudeant is counseled at least once each term.

62.

Students 'baring many personal problems to counselors and teacher-

counselors.

6

Each student has a counsel
her for two years.

644

Counselors or teacher-counselors keep records of student interviews.

65.

Case conferences are held as an skid to counseling.

66.

Specific office space is set aside for counseling.

67.

All teachers do not act as counselors.

68.

Special academic training or experience is required of counselors
or teacher counselors.

69.

An in- service training pr

in student personnel procedures is

conducted for academic personnel.
70.

Provisions are made for the services of a

71.

Provisions are made for the services of a clinical mythologist.

72.

Provisions are made for the services of a physician.

73.

Provisions are made for the services of a registered nurse.

74.

Provisions are made for the services of a minister, pries
rabbi.

75.

Provisions are

for o'

